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Abstract

Optical link components used in future particle physics experiments will typically be exposed
to intense radiation fields during the lifetime of the experiment and the qualification of
these components in terms of radiation tolerance is thus required. Data on semiconductor
lasers and photodiodes for use in 10 Gb/s datalinks tested during high-fluence (in excess
of 1015 particles/cm2) neutron and pion irradiation in 2009 and 2010 are presented with
annealing data. In order to predict the behaviour of a laser irradiated with the different
particle fluxes at different locations inside a particle physics experiment, radiation damage
in lasers has been modelled. �e model describes the degradation of the L-I �aracteristic
of a semiconductor laser undergoing irradiation with the annealing processes taken into
account. �e robustness of the model has been �e
ed against the experimental data.
Additionally, the author’s method to estimate Single Event Upsets in photodetectors using
GEANT4 is presented. Use of optoelectronic devices in digital data transmission systems in
HEP detectors is also discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives a brief introduction into the world of high energy physics with emphasis
on the importance of optical communication systems in today’s high energy physics ex-
periments, mainly the experiments on Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The ongoing
upgrade projects of the LHC are summarised, together with the projects to develop future
radiation hard optical links for the LHC experiment upgrades.

1.1 Physics motivation

Since the dawn of time, Man has been trying to understand the origin of the world, to find the
answer to the fundamental question: “Where does it all come from?” �e modern field of High
Energy Physics continues this sear� for an explanation, shedding light upon the basic building
blo
s of matter and their mutual interactions.

At the present time it is believed that the building blo
s of matter consist of six quarks and
six leptons with their mirror particles, so called antiparticles. �ese particles interact by the
ex�ange of force-mediating particles known as bosons. We identify four fundamental forces:
strong, electromagnetic,weak and gravitational. All of themhave associated particles thatmediate
the corresponding interaction. For the strong force it is a gluon, the electromagnetic interaction
is mediated by a photon, the weak force is caused by the ex�ange of W± and Z0 bosons and it
is assumed that the gravitational force is mediated by hypothetical gravitons. �ese elementary
building blo
s of matter along with the force-mediating particles (except the graviton) are
described together by a single theory, the Standard Model of Particle Physics.

�e Standard Model (SM) is a very successful theory whi� explains, within experimental
precision, all experimental phenomena so far observed in the laboratory and also predicts new
ones. However, it is not a definitive theory and it suffers from several limitations. First of all,
it does not account for gravity. �e origin of mass is not resolved; the masses of all particles
in the SM have to be determined experimentally. Furthermore, the SM cannot explain some
cosmological phenomena like the origin of Dark Matter and why the excess of matter over
anti-matter is observed in the Universe.
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Results obtained from new high-energy physics experiments can lead to the failure of SM
predictions so New Physics can be revealed. One of these state-of-the-art facilities is the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN with its main four experiments whi� are now playing a crucial role in
our future understanding of the laws of Nature.

�ephysics rea�of all particle physics experiments is very closely linked to the sophistication
of the available instrumentation. All sort of instruments are used to collect the signals from
sensors to amplify, digitize, transfer, process and store them with the highest possible speed and
precision. Su� tasks are very demanding in terms of resources, and therefore very expensive and
complex apparatus must be developed. Optical data transmission systems, whi� are one su�
example, play a substantial role in the readout and control of current particle physics detectors.
As these systems are operated in high radiation environment, extensive studies have been carried
out to understand their behaviour under irradiation.

1.1.1 �e StandardModel

More than 20 years ago, S. Glashow, A. Salam and S. Weinberg elaborated the Standard Model
of Electro-Weak Interactions whi� earned them the Nobel Prize in 1979. �is theory combined
with Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), forms a more general theory called Standard Model,
whi� is the most successful theory of elementary particles at the present time.

�e Standard Model is a low-energy model, consistent with existing experimental observa-
tions, whi� may be part of a more fundamental theory, the Grand Unified �eory (GUT) – not
elaborated yet. �e Standard Model is able to describe a vast amount of experimental data but
unanswered questions still exist. One of them is a fact that Charge conjugation (C – transforms
particle into its antiparticle), Parity (P – creates the mirror image of a physical system), Time
reversal (T) symmetries and the CP product of two symmetries are slightly violated during certain
types of weak decays. In contrast these symmetries are conserved in strong and electromagnetic
interactions.

�e Standard Model of particle physics is a theory whi� describes three of the four known
fundamental interactions between the elementary particles that make up all matter. �ese three
forces are the strong, weak and electromagnetic force described by the interactions via gauge
boson ex�ange.

Constituents of matter

Among fermions, the fundamental constituents of the matter with non-integer spin, the leptons
and the quarks can be distinguished. �ey can be organised in a structure of twelve particles (six
leptons and six quarks) with their antiparticle counterparts and are classified in three families,
the so-called generations (see Table 1.1).

Leptons and quarks form two different groups of particles. �e main difference between
them is that quarks, unlike leptons, participate in strong interactions. Other �aracteristics of
quarks and leptons are:
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1st Generation 2nd Generation 3rd Generation

Quarks u up c �arm t top
d down s strange b bottom

Leptons νe
electron
neutrino νμ

muon
neutrino ντ

tau
neutrino

e electron μ muon τ tau

Table 1.1: Organization of fundamental fermions.

• Ea� quark carries one of three color�arges: red, green or blue. �is color�arge enables
them to feel the strong force.

• �e up-type quarks (up, �arm and top) carry an electric �arge of +2/3, and the down-
type quarks (down, strange and bottom) carry an electric �arge of –1/3, enabling both
types to participate in electromagnetic interactions.

• Leptons do not carry any color �arge.

• �e up–type leptons (the neutrinos) carry no electric �arge. �ey do not participate in
electromagnetic or strong interactions.

• �e down-type leptons (electron, muon and tau) carry an electric �arge of –1 so they are
sensitive to the electromagnetic field.

• Both quark and leptons feel the weak force.

All stable matter is formed only from quarks and leptons of the first generation.

Force-mediating particles

In the StandardModel all interactions are mediated by the ex�ange of particles. �ese particles
are bosons, i.e. they have an integer spin. �e different types of force-mediating particles are:

• Photons –massless particles whi�mediate the electromagnetic force between electrically
�arged particles.

• W+,W− andZ0 gauge bosons –massive particles mediating the weak interaction between
quarks and leptons.

• Eight gluons – massless particles responsible for the strong interactions. �ese particles
can interact among themselves.

�e Standard Model predicts also one boson that has been only recently observed [84]. It
is the so-called Higgs boson, a massive elementary particle playing a key role in explaining the
origins of the mass of elementary particles. �e sear� for this particle has been very intensive
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but, until recently, the evidence for the existence of Higgs boson has been indirect. It is expected
that LHC will be able to confirm its reality. Recent results have identified a boson with spin not
equal to 1 and with a mass of about 125 GeV whi� appears to be consistent with the Higgs
boson. However, more work and data are required to confirm that all its properties are those
expected.

�e limitations of the Standard Model

As already stated, the Standard Model is a successful description of particle physics; however,
some weaknesses are still present. Firstly, it incorporates a rather high number (19) of free
parameters. Furthermore, neither the gravitational force is included nor the origin of themass is
explained in the StandardModel – masses have to be determined experimentally. �e observed
difference between the presence of matter and antimatter in the universe cannot be explained
by the StandardModel either. However, despite these weak points, the StandardModel remains
the most accurate and experimentally proven theory in Particle Physics. On the other hand it is
the major ambition of Particle Physics to detect effects unexplainable by the Standard Model.

1.1.2 Testing of the StandardModel and beyond

�e Standard Model outlined in previous section was verified, except the Higgs boson, by
experiments at Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider at CERN. As already mentioned, the
description of matter by the Standard Model is incomplete and raises many questions whi�
remain unanswered. To improve our understanding of the working of the Universe, a Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) was built, partly using infrastructure of its predecessor LEP. Its main
purpose is to sear� for the Higgs and Beyond Standard Model physics, whi� might include
supersymmetric particles (ATLAS and CMS), the study of the quark-gluon plasma in Pb-Pb
collisions (ALICE) and of CP violation and B-physics (LHCb). Possible indications of physics
beyond the Standard Model as well as the measurements of total cross section, elastic scattering
and diffractive processes (TOTEM) are also of interest.

�e Large Hadron Collider

�e LHC is a two-ring, superconducting accelerator and collider built in the 27 km long LEP
tunnel. It is constructed to deliver up to 14 TeV center of mass collision energies.

�e Figure 1.1 shows an overview of the LHC accelerator complex and the locations of
individual detectors in the LHC beam. Acceleration of protons up to 50 MeV starts in the linear
accelerator (Linac). �e next accelerating stage is composed of two rings, the Proton Syn�rotron
Booster (PSB), whi� can boost the particles up to 1.4 GeV, and the Proton Syn�rotron (PS) whi�
rea�es a proton energy of 26 GeV before extraction. �e final link in the injector �ain for the
LHC is the Super Proton Syn�rotron (SPS) that accelerates protons from the PS to 450 GeV, ready
for injection into the LHC.
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Figure 1.1: �e LHC accelerator complex. �e accelerating path for the protons and Pb ions is marked in
red and blue respectively.

Performance of the LHC �e number of events per second Nev generated in the LHC collisions
is given by:

Nev = Lσev (1.1)

where L is the luminosity of the ma�ine, whi� is one of the main parameters of the accelerator,
and σev is the cross section for the process under study.

�e ma�ine luminosity depends only on the beam parameters and is expressed (for the
Gaussian beam) as:

L= N
2nb f γ

4πεn β∗
F (1.2)

whereN is thenumberofprotons per bun�, nb thenumberof bun�esper beam, f the revolution
frequency, γ the relativistic gamma factor, εn the normalized transverse beam emittance whi�
�aracterizes the compactness and divergence of the bun�es,β∗ the beta function at the collision
point whi� measures the ability of magnets to focus the beam at the Interaction Point (IP) and
F the geometric luminosity reduction factor due to the crossing angle at the IP. �e nominal
values of these parameters for the LHC are presented in Table 1.2. �e plan for the year 2012 was
to collide beams with energy of 4 TeV with a bun� spacing of 50 ns delivering an integrated
luminosity of at least 15 #−1 by the end of the year. �is was a�ieved, with of 23 #−1 provided
to the experiments.
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Parameter Units Injection Collision
Proton energy [GeV] 450 7000
Stored energy per beam [MJ] 23.3 362
Circulating beam current [A] 0.582
Number of particles per bun� [-] 1.15×1011
Number of bun�es [-] 2808
Bun� spacing [ns] 25
Revolution frequency [kHz] 11.245
Syn�rotron radiation power per ring [W] 6.15×10−2 3.6×103
Peak luminosity in IP1 and IP5 [cm−2s−1] - 1.0×1034
Geometric luminosity reduction factor F [-] - 0.836
Relativistic gamma factor γ [-] 479.6 7461
Normalized transverse beam emittance εn [μm] 3.5 3.75
Beta function at IP1 and IP5 (ATLAS & CMS) [m] 18 0.55
Beta function at IP2 (ALICE) [m] 10 0.5 for Pb
Beta function at IP8 (LHCb) [m] 10 1–50

Table 1.2: Relevant LHC beam parameters for the peak luminosity and proton operation (data taken
from [17]).

�ere are two major experiments at the LHC demanding the highest possible luminosity:
ATLAS andCMS are aiming at a peak luminosity ofL= 1.0×1034 cm−2s−1. In addition to thesehigh
luminosity experiments there exist two other experiments that require low luminosity (for the
protonoperationof the LHC). Oneof them is LHCbwith peak luminosity ofL= 2.0×1032 cm−2s−1
and second is TOTEM (L= 2×1029 cm−2s−1 with 156 bun�es). Peak luminosity required by the
dedicated ion experiment ALICE is of L = 1.0×1027 cm−2s−1 for nominal Pb-Pb ion operation
with 600 bun�es.

�e high beam intensities implied by a designed luminosity of L= 1.0×1034 cm−2s−1 exclude
the use of antiproton beams and therefore one common vacuum and magnet system for both
circulating beams. To collide two beams of equally �arged particles requires that opposite
polarity magnetic dipole fields are provided for ea� beam. �e LHC is therefore designed as
a proton-proton collider with separate magnetic fields and vacuum �ambers in the main arcs
and with common sections only at the insertion regions where the experimental detectors are
located.

Since there is not enough room for two separate rings of magnets in the LEP tunnel, the LHC
uses twin bore magnets whi� consist of two sets of coils and beam �annels within the same
me�anical structure and cryostat.

�e peak beam energy in a storage ring depends on the integrated dipole field along the
storage ring circumference. Aiming at peak beam energies of up to 7 TeV inside the existing
LEP tunnel a peak dipole field of 8.33 T is required as well as the use of superconducting magnet
te�nology operating at a temperature of 1.9 K.
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�eHigh Luminosity Large Hadron Collider

�e physics rea� of the LHC will be defined by the energy and integrated luminosity delivered
to the experiments. In order to push that limit further, the HL-LHC project, formerly known as
the Super Large Hadron Collider (SLHC), aims to provide approximately a six-fold increase in
integrated luminosity from 500 #−1 to 3000 #−1 by 2030. According to the current s�edule,
the LHCwill be upgraded in at least two steps during long shut-downs rea�ing a peak luminosity
of 5×1034 cm−2s−1 in 2023 [90].

In the first planned long shut-down of the LHC in 2013–2014, interventions are foreseen
to permit the ma�ine to operate at its design parameters, i.e. with beams colliding at 7 TeV
and with the luminosity of at least 1.0×1034 cm−2s−1. At a later point, Linac 4, a replacement
of Linac 2 with an output energy of 160 MeV, should be ready for commissioning. A�er this
upgrade, peak luminosity could exceed nominal LHC luminosity by a factor of 2.

Further upgrades during long shut-downs in 2018 and possibly in 2022 will require further
�anges in the injector �ain due to the ageing of current ma�ine components. �ere are
currently several ongoing upgrade studies. Linac 4 should be followed by a Low Power Supercon-
ducting Proton Linac (lp-SPL) with an extraction energy of 4 GeV.�e current PS will be possibly
replaced by a new 50GeV syn�rotron called PS2 whi�will, apart from the energy increase, also
double the proton flux. �ere are discussions to upgrade even the SPS to an SPS+ whi� should
inject 1 TeV beam into the LHC ring.

1.2 Overview of optical data transmission links at LHC

Radiation tolerant, high speed optoelectronic data transmission links are fundamental building
blo
s in today’s large scale High Energy Physics (HEP) detectors, as exemplified by the four
experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1, 9, 18, 88]. New experiments or upgrades will
impose even more stringent demands on these systems from the point of view of performance
and radiation tolerance. �is can already be seen from the developments underway for the
HL-LHC project.

Optical data transmission systems are highly appealing for use in the high radiation environ-
ments that are now present in almost every particle physics experiment. �ere are several aspects
that make optical data link systems advantageous over traditional copper-based solutions. First
of all, the maximum a�ievable data-rate is potentially greater for optical links. Concerning the
noise in a transmission system, optical systems are more beneficial as well. �ey do not suffer
from cross-talk and are electrically isolated, consequently no parasitic ground loops are present
and they are not susceptible to Electromagnetic Interference (EMI).

�e optical data links have to fulfill several stringent requirements in order to be qualified for
use in physics experiments with a high radiation environment. All the components placed on
the detector side of the optical data transmission systemmust be able to withstand high radiation
doses over the entire lifetime of the experiment. Additionally, the amount of material used in
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the innermost regions of detectors must be kept to a minimum, since excess material degrades
the tra
er performance and the resolution of the energy-measuring detectors – calorimeters.
Another constraint is the magnetic field in whi� the devices are operated. �e components for
the optical data links should not be influenced by the magnetic field and should not perturb it.

�e final requirement is that the cost of the readout system remains within acceptable
limits. Commercially available devices must be used wherever possible and the development of
customized components and systems should be minimized. However, the functional reliability
in high radiation environment of the Commercial Off-�e-Shelf (COTS) devices must be proven.
�is imposes extensive irradiation testing of components to qualify them for operation.

In the following, three different approa�es to implement optical data links in the LHC
experiments are discussed. �ese examples form a representative sample of different approa�es
to the optical readout of the detectors.

1.2.1 Slow analogue readout and digital control – the CMS Silicon Tra�er

�e CMS central tra
er contains ∼ 10 million silicon microstrips arranged in close vicinity of
the interaction point. �e whole tra
er operates at a temperature of −10 °C in a magnetic
field of 4 T. Optical data transmission is used for both data readout and control signals. Data
generated by the silicon tra
er are sent to a counting room over a 65 m long optical link, while
timing, trigger and control (TTC) information is passed in both directions between detector and
counting room. �e s�ematic view of the CMS tra
er readout and control system is shown in
Figure 1.2.

�e CMS Tra�er readout system

Electrical signals from the silicon microstrips are amplified, sampled at the LHC bun�-crossing
frequency of 40MHz and stored in an analogue pipelinememory by the APV front-end ASIC [72].
Upon receipt of a Level-1 Trigger, data from all silicon microstrips are time-multiplexed (256:1)
onto40 000unidirectional analogueopticaldata links and transmitted toaFrontEndDriver (FED)
located in a counting room where the data are digitized and formatted before being sent to
higher level data acquisition (DAQ) systems. To avoid severe power implications and the need
of internal analogue to digital converters (ADC), analogue data transmission at 40 MSamples/s
with a dynamic range > 9 bits is used.

�e analogue optical readout is a multiway unidirectional system based on edge-emitting
laser transmitters coupled to single-mode optical fibre; see Figure 1.3. �e edge-emitting laser
operating at wavelength λ≈ 1310 nm is directly modulated by the custom-designed laser driver
ASIC (LLD). Individual fibres from the pigtailed lasers are connected to a fan-in, whi� merges
single fibres into a 12-fibre ribbon cable. Single ribbon cables are connected to a multi-ribbon
cable of 8× 12 fibres. In the counting room ea� ribbon connects directly to a 12-�annel
analogue receiver module on the FED.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the CMS tra
er readout and control systems. �e upper part of the image
represents the readout path while the bottom one the digital and control path.

Figure 1.3: �e CMS Tra
er edge-emitting laser diodes coupled to single-mode optical fibre.
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�e CMS Tra�er control system

�e CMS tra
er control system is a 2500 �annel bi-directional link with control data, clo

and trigger signals sent by the Front-End Controller (FEC), located in the counting room, to the
Communication and Control Units (CCU) sitting on me�anical substructures of the tra
er as
well as status data and clo
 signals returned from the front-end to the ba
-end. �e tra
er
control system uses a token ring ar�itecture with the FEC acting as a master. �e optical signal
generated by the FEC is converted to an LVDS electrical signal by the digital optohybrid. �ese
LVDS signals are passed around the ring of CCU modules for processing and then converted ba

to an optical signal whi� is returned to the FEC.

Digital control and timing information generated by the FEC is sent by the transmitter-half
of a 4-�annel digital transceiver on two fibres, see lower part of Figure 1.2. A�er passing
through an identical fibre system to the analogue link, the data are detected by pigtailed InGaAs
photodiodes and recovered by a custom-designed digital receiver ASIC (Rx40). A�er passing
around the control ring, data are returned to the receiver part of the digital transceiver using
another pair of fibres of the same digital optical link. �is bi-directional optical link therefore
carries both 40 MHz clo
 and 40 Mb/s digital control data.

1.2.2 Slow digital readout – the ATLAS Semiconductor Tra�er andPixel Detec-
tor

�e ATLAS Semiconductor Tra
er (SCT) is made of silicon modules mounted on a four-layer
barrel around the interaction region and nine disks on either side for end-cap coverage. Ea�
silicon module consist of two single-sided strip detectors. �e total number of �annels is
6.2×106. �e SCT operates in a magnetic field of 2 T and the temperature is kept at around
−7 °C.

�eATLAS PixelDetector is composed of three barrel layers cylindrically arranged around the
beam axis and three forward and ba
ward disks. �e detector consists of 1 744 pixel modules,
ea� containing a silicon sensor read out by 16 front-end �ips controlled by a Module Control
Chip (MCC). Ea� module contains 46 080 �annels, yielding a total of ∼ 80 million �annels in
the system. �e ar�itecture of the optical link system is very similar to the SCT system.

Similarly to the CMS tra
er, data generated by the silicon detector modules are sent to
a remote counting room, while TTC signals are transferred in the opposite direction. �is
communication is made by individual optical links whi� are based on GaAs Vertical-Cavity
Surface-Emitting Lasers (VCSEL), emitting light at a wavelength λ of 840 nm, and epitaxial Si
p-i-n diodes. �e whole optical system is illustrated in Figure 1.4.

�e SCT readout system

�e readout of one SCT module is based on 12 ABCD ASICs [19]. �e binary data are stored in a
132 cell deep pipeline memory and read out upon receipt of a Level 1 trigger. Unlike the CMS
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Figure 1.4: Overview of the ATLAS SCT readout and TTC systems. Routing of the readout signals between
SCT module and Readout Driver is depicted in the upper part. Control data links are shown in the lower
part of the image.

Tra
er, the ATLAS SCT uses digital readout of its modules. Binary data from one SCTmodule are
transferred by two optical data links in a Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) format to the off-detector
electronics in the SCT Readout Driver (ROD) located in a counting room.

�e digital optical readout of the SCTmodule is a two�annel transmission system operating
at 40 Mb/s. �e VCSEL Driver Chip (VDC), developed specially for the SCT project, translates
LVDS data from the silicon module to the current signal to drive two VCSEL diodes. �e VCSELs
are contained within the on-detector opto-pa
age, where the light is coupled into a 50 μm
diameter multi-mode fibre. As for the CMS tra
er, fibres are merged into a 12-fibre ribbon cable
and then connected to a 8×12 multi-ribbon cable whi� connects directly to the ROD. In the
ROD, the optical signal is converted ba
 to LVDS signal by another custom ASIC, the DRX-12.

�e SCT TTC system

Optical links are also used to send the TTC data from the RODs to the SCT modules. �e control
data links use Bi-Phase Mark (BPM) encoding to combine the 40 MHz ma�ine clo
 with a
40 Mb/s control data stream. �e on-detector Digital Optical Receiver IC (DORIC) decodes the
encoded input data to recover the 40 MHz bun� crossing clo
 and control signals. �ese TTC
signals are transmitted to the front-end ABCD ASICs.

�eBPMencodingdoneby the custommadeBPM-12ASIC located in theROD, sends transitions
corresponding to clo
 leading edges. �e extra transitions at clo
 trailing edges indicate data
logical ‘1’s, see Figure 1.5. �e output of the BPM-12 ASIC drives an array of 12 VCSELs whi�
feed the optical signals into 8-ribbonmulti-mode optical fibre. �e overall optical path distance
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is about 140 m. �e signal is converted from the optical to electrical domain by on-detector Si
p-i-n diodes within the opto-pa
age.

Bi-Phase Mark Encoding (BPM)

Bi-Phase Mark Decoding (DORIC)

40 MHz Clo


Data

Encoded BPM-Signal

Recovered 40 MHz Clo


Decoded Data

Encoded BPM-Signal

25 ns

Figure 1.5: �e Bi-Phase Mark encoding and decoding s�eme.

�e ATLAS Pixel readout system

�e difference between the ATLAS SCT and Pixel Detector readout system is the separation of the
MCC and the opto-board whi� accomodates VDCs with VCSELs. �e MCC outputs the data via
∼ 1m long micro twisted-pair cable to a VDC to drive a VCSEL. Due to the higher data-rate in the
Pixel Detector, a higher transmission rate is necessary. In case of the outer layers and the disks of
the pixel detector system, the readout data link operates at 80 Mb/s. �e innermost layer in the
centre of the Pixel Detector will produce higher data-rate of 160Mb/s, whi� results in doubling
the optical fibres. As in the SCT, the data are sent to the ROD in NRZ format.

Unlike the SCT, the Pixel Detector uses a VCSEL array instead of a single �annel device. Two
4-�annel VDCs plus one 8-�annel VCSEL array are mounted on the opto-board. �e innermost
layer has in addition two more VDCs and one more VCSEL array to handle the higher occupancy.
Ea� VCSEL array is housed inside an opto-pa
age and coupled to a multi-mode 8-fibre ribbon
cable whi� connects to the 80 m distant counting room.

�e ATLAS Pixel TTC system

�e ATLAS Pixel TTC System is almost identical to the SCT one. �e digital receiver placed
on the opto-board is a 4-�annel updated version of the SCT DORIC. Two DORICs convert the
electrical signal from an 8-�annel Si p-i-n array to an LVDS signal whi� is fed through the
micro twisted-pair cable to the MCC. �e fibre ribbons are identical to those for the data links.
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1.2.3 Fast digital readout – the CMS Electromagnetic Calorimeter

�e CMS Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) is made out of ∼ 76000 lead tungstate (PbWO4)
crystals arranged into a barrel and two endcaps inside the Tra
er solenoid. �e CMS ECAL uses
approximately 11 000 optical fibres, ea� of whi� is an 800Mb/s point-to-point digital link that
is built using identical or similar components to the CMS Tra
er.

�e CMS ECAL readout system

�e light generated in scintillating PbWO4 crystals is converted by avalan�e photodiodes in
the barrel and by vacuum phototriodes in the endcaps into an electrical signal whi� is digitized
by a 40 MHz 12-bit ADC. A Front End board takes the signals from groups of 25 �annels
and calculates basic energy sums, known as trigger primitives. �ese trigger data together with
data from crystals are converted by the Gigabit Optical Link (GOL) Opto-Hybrid (GOH) into an
optical signal whi� is sent through the same optical link system used in the CMS Tra
er to the
off-detector 12-�annel digital receiver module. A proprietary G-Link transmission protocol is
used for trigger information, while readout data stream is transmitted using an 8b/10b protocol.

1.2.4 Comparison of te�nology�oices

As described, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations made very different te�nology �oices for their
optical link systems. Concerning the component selection, the edge-emitting lasers selected
by the CMS are a good �oice for the analogue link because of their good linearity and mature
te�nology. VCSELs were the �oice made by the ATLAS collaboration due to their low current
threshold and high slope efficiency whi� allows them to operate at low drive currents. In
addition, threshold current shi�s caused by irradiation are smaller in VCSELs than in edge-
emitting lasers. Finally, the cost of a bare 850 nm VCSEL is lower than a bare 1310 nm edge-
emitting laser.

�e �oice of single-mode fibre operated at 1310 nm was made by the CMS Tra
er for its
analogue readout links. �is type of fibre is favoured for long-haul distances because of the lower
attenuation. However, for the short optical links used in CMS this has no significant impact. As
a matter of fact, the selection of a 1310 nm single-mode fibre turned out to be disadvantageous
when looking for receiver modules since devices developed for shorter distances usually operate
at 850 nm. Another complication is the small core fibre diameter, typically 8 μm, whi� makes
the alignment of fibres more critical, thus expensive. �e ATLAS collaboration�ose 850 nm step
index multi-mode fibre because of the easier fibre alignment and sufficient bandwidth for the
low speed digital links.

�e �oice of an analogue modulation format by the CMS Tra
er significantly constrained
the te�nology �oices for its optical link. As a result, the analogue modulation s�eme made it
impossible to use standard COTS receivermodules and a special receiver ASIC had to bedeveloped.
For the HL-LHC, the use of standard digital modulation formats is highly recommended. �e
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other systems mentioned in this �apter use digital readout. �e only drawba
 is the use of
unbalanced NRZ code in the SCT and Pixel readout whi� requires a careful optimization of
receiver thresholds. In the future, balanced digital codes should be employed wherever possible.

While the different te�nology �oices made by the two experiments did not seem to have a
major impact on system quality in the very beginning, it turned out that VCSELs used in some
subdetectors have had serious reliability problems. �ese VCSEL failures are occuring with a
mean time to failure of approximately one year. �e explanation of these failures is the extreme
sensitivity of VCSELs to electro-static dis�arge and humidity [94]. Optical spectrum analysis of
the VCSELs proved to be a powerful diagnostic tool and early warning system. �e mitigation
of these reliability issues is the early replacement of failing devices with more robust ones. In
contrast to the VCSELs, CMS edge-emitting lasers are functioning as expected.

Contrary to the early price estimates, whi�were more favourable for the VCSELs, the cost of
all customized links is comparable. �e�oice of the VCSELs as transmitters in ATLAS experiment
seemed to be advantageous because a bare 850 nm VCSEL is �eap but this benefit was diluted
since custom device pa
aging dominates the cost. Furthermore, a multi-mode fibre is more
expensive than single-mode whi� increases the final cost of the link even more.

It should be noted at this point that the experiments at the LHC essentially pioneered the
employment of optical links for DAQ and detector control in HEP. At the time of detector
readout design – end of the last century – the optical links were common mainly in long-haul
telecommunication systems and the market for short distance, high density links was not as
developed as it is nowadays. Another aspect is that the HEP community does not present a big
customer tomanufacturers of optical link components, hence they do not feel the need to develop
special radiation-hard components, whi� in turn means that these have to be stringently tested.

1.3 A radiation-hard readout and control system for HL-LHC de-
tectors

Two projects that aim at development of radiation hard optical links for HL-LHCwill be described
in this section. �ese are the Versatile Link project, whose main task is to provide radiation
tolerant optical links for future HEP experiments, and the GigaBit Transceiver project whi�
delivers required �ip-sets and firmware for these optical links.

1.3.1 �e Versatile Link project

�eVersatile Link is a project to develop a bi-directional, radiation hard, high speed optical link
for future detectors in high energy physics experiments. �e versatility of the project means that
it will be offered in several variants with many options; in particular, two versions of the link will
be provided operating with 1310 nm single-mode and 850 nm multi-mode fibres.
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Introduction

For the LHC detectors, application specific optical links were independently developed for ea�
data acquisition and detector control system resulting in large number of different link ar�itec-
tures. To reduce the final cost of the link and subsequently also the maintenance issues, a single
project aiming at developing a versatile link was approved [8]. �anks to the development of
optoelectronic components and ASICs, a general purpose optical link coveringmost transmission
applications can be envisaged. �e final functionality will be determined by the link topology
and configuration of microcontrollers.

�eversatile linkwill beavailablewith single-modeandalsowithmulti-modefibresoperating
at 1310 nm and 850 nm, respectively. �is wavelength diversity is offered so that the currently
installed optical fibres in the LHC experiments can be reused. Its design data transfer rate is set
at ∼ 5 Gb/s whi� is the maximum operating speed of the GBT project. However, most of the
components of the versatile link are tested and selected for 10 Gb/s.

A s�ematic diagram of the Versatile Link is in Figure 1.6. It consist of three main parts,
Versatile Transceiver (VTRx), passive optical components and ba
-end components. Where
possible, most of the components will be off-the-shelf to reduce the final cost. �e exception is
the VTRx whi� will be placed in areas exposed to high radiation fluxes.

Figure 1.6: Radiation hard optical link ar�itecture.

Since the ba
-end components are placed in the counting rooms, they do not have to meet
the same stringent radiation and magnetic requirements as front-end components. As a result,
commercial components will be used for both transmitters and receivers. Single transceivers are
readily available for both 850 and 1310 nm wavelengths. Significant improvement in �annel
density and also cost is a�ieved by using array transmitters and receivers. Commercial devices
meeting Versatile Link specifications are available for both design wavelengths even though the
selection of 1310 nm array transmitters is limited.

Concerning passive optical components, the current infrastructure of the LHC experiments
will be most likely used in the case that the original wavelength will be preserved. �e reason for
this is that the bandwidth of installed fibres is sufficient for data transfer at rates up to 10 Gb/s
over lengths of 150 m.
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�e versatile transceiver

Due to the environment in whi� the VTRx will be operated, it is the only custom developed
component of the Versatile Link. It will have to sustain environmental conditions su� as a
radiation field of 1.5× 10151 MeV neutrons/cm2 and 500 kGy total dose, magnetic field up to
4 T and wide temperature range from −10 to 40 °C [8]. For this reason, the VTRx has to be a
low-volume device made of low-mass, non-magnetic material.

Samples of various commercially available bi-directional transceivers were evaluated with
the final verdict that the customized enhanced small form-factor pluggable (SFP+) transceiver,
whi� supports data rates up to 10Gb/s, is themost suitable for the VTRx [7]. In order tomeet the
environmental constraints, materials of whi� the SFP+ transceiver is made have to be modified.
As an example, the receptacle of the SFP+ transceiver will be custommade from plastic bymeans
of 3D printing. �is rapid prototyping method will most likely be used also as a manufacturing
method for the final product.

Another customization of the VTRx related to the radiation environment is its internal
components. In place of standard laser drivers and photodiode receivers a custom designed
radiation hard GBLD and GBTIA are used; see later in this section. Standard SFP+ contains a laser
diode mounted in a transmitter optical sub-assembly (TOSA) with a p-i-n photodiode mounted
in a receiver optical sub-assembly (ROSA) together with a Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA). �is
ar�itecture will be preserved in the VTRx except for the standard limiting amplifier in the
receiving �ain whi� is already part of the ROSAmounted GBTIA. �e optical components, laser
diode and p-i-n photodiode, will be standard commercial components capable of operating up
to the high fluences present in the HL-LHC tra
ers.

1.3.2 �e GigaBit Transceiver project

�e GigaBit Transceiver (GBT) project is the answer to the need for a radiation-hard ASIC for
bi-directional optical links capable of sustaining radiation doses planned for the HL-LHC. It aims
to provide radiation hard front-end electrical components residing on the detectors as well as
a transfer protocol for detector data, timing and trigger signals and slow controls whi� can be
implemented in ba
-end FPGAs.

�e GBT project [67] consist of the following systems: GBTX – a serializer-deserializer �ip
receiving and transmitting encodeddata at4.8Gb/s ratewithan interface to front-endelectronics,
GBTIA – a transimpedance amplifier receiving a serial data stream from the photodiode [63], and
GBLD – a laser driver to bias and modulate a laser at 4.8 Gb/s [60].

�e main �allenge of the GBT design is its radiation hardness and robustness against single
event upsets (SEU). Another HEP specific requirement is the predictable and rather constant
latency. �ese requirements are met by implementation of triple modular redundancy in a
commercial radiation resistant 130 nm CMOS te�nology.

In terms of errors in the data transmission�ain due to SEUs, a forward error correction (FEC)
to maintain low bit-error rate (BER) is implemented in a GBT protocol. Channel data are divided
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into blo
s of k bits to whi� redundant control bits are added that can, on the receiving side,
detect and also correct possible errors that occurred during transmission. �e output stream
is thus enhanced to n ≥ k bits. A GBT frame is composed of a 4 bit header, 4 bit slow control
data followed by 80 bits of user data. �is frame is coded by a 32 bit long Reed-Solomon
code. Reed-Solomon codes, whi� are used, e.g., in data storage applications or digital video
broadcasting (DVB) services, can correct bursts of up to �(n−k+1)/2� erroneous symbols. In the
GBT case this allows a maximum of 16 erroneous bits that can be corrected.

�eGigaBit Transimpedance Amplifier

�is 5 Gb/s fully differential optical receiver, designed specifically for highly degraded photo-
diodes operated in harsh radiation fields, incorporates not only a trans-impedance amplifier
but also a limiting amplifier and a 50 Ω line driver. It can cope with leakage currents up to
1 mA, a current whi� is typical of highly damaged photodiodes due to high radiation doses. It
exhibits a sensitivity of −19 dBm with a BER of 10−12. As a natural consequence of the design
and te�nology, this ASIC is also very resistant to SEUs.

�eGigaBit Laser Driver

�e GBLD is a radiation tolerant 5 Gb/s fully differential laser driver capable of providing a
modulation current up to 24 mA and a maximum laser bias current of 43 mA with optional
pre-emphasis to compensate for any external capacitive loads present in laser mat�ing circuits.
Su� awidemodulation and bias current range is needed since the GBLD is designed to drive both
edge-emitting lasers and VCSELs. �ese two laser types have very different driving�aracteristics,
with the former type requiring highmodulation and bias currents while the latter needs low bias
and modulation currents.

�edifficulty arising from the 130nmCMOS te�nology used for all GBT�ips is themaximum
allowed voltage whi� is limited to 1.5 V. However, most lasers operate at voltages up to 2.5 V.
To address this problem special transistors with a thi
er oxide layer capable of 2.5 V are used
in output stages while the rest of the GBLD internal circuitry is operated at 1.5 V. A drawba
 of
these special transistors is their limited bandwidth.

1.3.3 Review of the radiation environment of HL-LHC detectors

�e already high particle flux encountered at the LHC will be several times higher at the HL-LHC.
�e electrical and optical devices close to the interaction region will be exposed to a very harsh
radiation environment resulting in displacement and ionization damage in their active volumes.
Moreover, these parts of detectors will not be accessible during the operation of the HL-LHC, thus
their reliability is of primary importance.

�e radiation environment will be dominated by a pion flux with energies around 300 MeV
and by spallation neutrons having energy ∼ 1 MeV. Figure 1.7 shows the expected total fluence
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as a function of radius of the CMS detector for an integrated luminosity of 500#−1 and 3000#−1

for the LHC and the HL-LHC, respectively. It can be seen that the expected total fluence at a
distance of 20 cm from the interaction point, whi� is a typical tra
er position, is of the order
10151 MeV neutrons/cm2. It has been requested that the qualification level for the upgraded
tra
ers should be 1.5×10151 MeV neutrons/cm2 [8].

Figure 1.7: �e expected CMS Si total flux and fluence for 500 #−1 and 3000 #−1 integrated luminosity as
a function of radial distance from the interaction point (graph taken from Jan Troska).

Considering the six-times increase in total fluence foreseen at the HL-LHC, it is obvious that
the current detectors used in the LHC experiments close to the interaction region will have to be
replaced with upgraded ones able to withstand su� a high particle flux. �erefore, tra
ers and
parts of the forward calorimeters for the HL-LHCwill be re-designed for an integrated luminosity
of 3000 #−1 [82].

1.4 Scope of the thesis

A�er the introductory�apter, whi� outlined the importance andmain requirements of optical
transmission links in HEP experiments and gave examples of current use and future projects
in this field, there follow two theoretical �apters. �ese deal with semiconductor lasers and
photodiodes in terms of their principles of operation and the impact of irradiation on their
performance. �e thesis is then focussed on the experimental part. �e fourth �apter presents
the results from irradiation tests of the candidate devices for Versatile Link. Along with results,
newly developed models describing their degradation under irradiation as well as an annealing
phase are presented. Chapter five acts as an intermezzo in whi� a method to simulate SEUs in
photodiodes is introduced. �e last �apter then sets the outcomes of the irradiation tests in the
context of the requirements for HEP experiments. It provides suggested guidance about how to
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use the models to predict the behaviour of optoelectronic components in the final application
and how these predictions can be employed in the design stage of new optical links. Methods
for online monitoring of laser performance in system are also proposed.
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Chapter 2

Semiconductor lasers

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a basic understanding of the principles of the
semiconductor lasers which further chapters will refer to. The basic operational principles of
lasers are outlined and then described using rate-equations for both steady-state and small
signal analysis. Finally, a review of radiation effects in semiconductor lasers is presented.

2.1 Operational principles of semiconductor laser diodes

In comparison with other types of lasers, semiconductor lasers are rather unique. �ey can
operate with very low input power whi� also means that they can be very small and efficient.
�eirmeans of operation are also somewhat different. �e lasing action in a semiconductor laser
is initiated by the injection of carriers over the interface of different semiconductor materials.
�e layer in whi� gain is produced is called the active layer and is made of a direct band-gap
material. Another special feature is that electrical carrier injection into a laser junction is used
as the source of pumping energy for the laser.

�e semiconductor material has to be excited, i.e. its thermal equilibrium has to be broken,
in order for it to emit optical radiation. In semiconductor lasers this is a�ieved by injection
of �arge carriers across a semiconductor diode junction. �ese �arge carriers (electrons and
holes) recombine via radiative transitions to produce light. Competing non-radiative transitions
are also possible, a typical example being Auger transitionswhere the energy is transferred to the
crystal lattice in the form of phonons. It should be noted that the wavelength of emitted light
depends on the type of semiconductor material, specifically the width of its band gap.

Further explanation requires the introduction of a two-state quantum system. Only three
types of interaction between radiation and matter are possible in su� a system as is depicted in
Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1(a) shows absorption, where an incident photon transfers its energy to an
electron whi� is excited from the valence band to the conduction band. An electron in the con-
duction band can de-excite to the valence band by emissionof radiation of the same energy as the
band-gap. �is process is called spontaneous emission of radiation and is shown in Figure 2.1(b).
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�e third type of interaction is called stimulated emission of radiation (Figure 2.1(c)). In this
process a photon reacts with an excited electron in the conduction band, causing it to de-excite
to the valence band accompanied by the emission of a photon. �e newly created photon is
identical with the incident one: it has same direction of propagation; and the same wavelength,
phase, and polarization as the stimulating one. �e resulting radiation is thus coherent and light
is amplified by this process. Light-emitting diodes (LED) operate on the principle of spontaneous
radiation whereas laser diodes are based on the stimulated emission of radiation as the name
implies.

Ec

Ev

(a) absorption (b) spontaneous emission (c) stimulated emission

Figure 2.1: �ree possible interactions between radiation and matter in two level quantum system.

Stimulated emission outweighs the competing spontaneous emission only when more elec-
trons are present in the conduction band than in the valence band. �is population inversion is
the first condition of lasing and in semiconductor lasers is a�ieved by the application of a drive
current to the semiconductor structure. Continuous current flow leads to continuous stimulated
emission only if enough photons are constantly present in the active layer to trigger this process.
�e intensification of light is a�ieved by positive optical feedba
 and confinement of photons
in an optical resonator. �is is the second basic condition of lasing. �e optical feedba
 is
accomplished in a form of Fabry-Pérot resonator by a system of mirrors, either semitranspar-
ent – cleaved surfaces of laser die – or by distributed Bragg mirrors with high reflectivity. Optical
mode confinement is typically a�ieved through dielectric waveguiding.

As already mentioned, semiconductor lasers are pumped by electrical current flowing across
the junction region where the n-type material is joined with the p-type material. �e current is
produced by applying a voltage across the pn junction, thereby producing an electrical field that
forces electrons from the n-type side to the p-type and holes in the reverse direction. Electrons
and holes are attracted to ea� other and thus recombine. If the current is low, incoherent light
is produced and the laser diode operates as an LED. By increasing the current flowing through
the junction, more electrons are pumped into the conduction band and once the population
inversion is a�ieved optical gain is produced. �e current at whi� this occurs is called the
laser threshold current. �e dependence of laser light output on injection current is shown in
Figure 2.2.

Laser threshold Although stimulated emission can occur as soon as a current flows through
a laser junction, the laser does not emit coherent light until the current rea�es the threshold
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Figure 2.2: Typical L-I plot of an un-irradiated laser operated at room temperature.

current, denoted Ith. In other words, the laser oscillation condition is that the gain just exceeds
the absorption loss. With a further increase in current, the active region of a semiconductor laser
exhibits optical gain and the light passing through it is amplified. Spontaneously emitted photons
serve as thenoise input that triggers the amplificationprocess. Typical values of threshold current
are in the order of mA, smaller values indicating superior performance. �reshold current is
minimized by maximizing internal quantum efficiency and by minimizing resonator losses.

Slope efficiency �e slope efficiency is another performance parameter of a semiconductor
laser. It is a measure of the percentage of electrons injected through the junction above the laser
threshold that contributes photons to the emitted coherent light. Referring to Figure 2.2, the
slope efficiency η=ΔL/ΔI is the slope of the linear part of the L-I curve above threshold. �is
efficiency is restricted by carrier and photon losses inside the laser cavity.

�e slope efficiency does not remain constant with increasing current – the output power
saturates for large values of current and exhibits a thermal rollover as non-radiative transitions
become more and more dominant. �ree factors may contribute to this phenomenon. �e
first me�anism is junction heating that may reduce the �arge carrier recombination time τe as
the laser power increases. �e decrease in τe is due to Auger recombination whi� is strongly
temperature dependent. �e secondme�anism is the increase of internal losses with current so
that fewer photons contribute to the output power. �e final me�anism is the possible increase
in leakage current, i.e. the current that flows outside the active region. With further increase of
the driving current, the laser comes to a point at whi� it no longer lases and behaves like an
LED.

Non-radiative recombination As already mentioned apart from the desired radiative recom-
bination of electrons and holes in the semiconductor, these may also recombine non-radiatively.
Non-radiative recombination processes include Auger recombination, recombination at defects
and surface recombination. During the Auger recombination process the energy of the electron-
hole pair is transferred to another electron whi� is subsequently excited. �is electron then
relaxes ba
 to thermal equilibrium by losing its energy to phonons that dissipate in the crystal
lattice. Defects in the active region of the semiconductor laser produce a continuum of quantum
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states in the band-gap in localized regions of the material. Electron and holes that are in the
vicinity of the defect state can recombine non-radiatively via that continuum of quantum states.
Surface recombination may occur at the edges of active region or in the interface between the
active and cladding layers. Generally, the surface represents a strong perturbation of the crystal
lattice with a correspondingly high concentration of defects. It is these defects that can act as
centres of non-radiative recombination.

2.1.1 Material systems

All semiconductor lasers are typically grown on four material types depending on the desired
output wavelength. �ree of these materials (GaAs, InP and GaN) are composed of atoms with
three and five valence electrons and are denoted III-V compounds. �e other one is a II-VI
compound, ZnSe. �ese four different substrate materials preselect the operation wavelength
rangebydefiningwhi� junctionmaterials offer thebest latticemat�to them. Lasingwavelength
is then determined by stoi�iometry of the active regionmaterial. Various possible combinations
of materials are in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Bandgap energy Eg and corresponding wavelength λ for selected semiconductor compounds.
Shaded regions represent compositions with a direct bandgap.

Gallium Arsenide based lasers �is binary direct bandgap semiconductor was used to fab-
ricate the first laser diode with the emission wavelength of 873 nm [75]. Lasers grown on this
substrate operate in the red and near-infrared parts of spectrum from 635 nm up to 870 nm.
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Adding aluminium to GaAs to create the ternary compound AlxGa1−xAs increases its bandgap.
�e emission wavelength can be compositionally tuned while preserving the lattice mat�ing.
Currently, compact disc (CD) players use a 780 nm AlGaAs laser. Short-haul (up to several hun-
dred meters) high speed data transmission systems operating at 850 nm also use AlGaAs/GaAs
lasers as drivers. Another lattice mat�ed semiconductor compound that can be grown onGaAs
is AlGaInP. �is quaternary compound attains lattice mat�ing only for compositions in the
range (AlxGa1−x)0.5In0.5P. One of the application of a 650 nm AlGaInP laser are digital video
disc (DVD) players.

IndiumPhosphide based lasers Long-haul high speed lasers generally operate in the vicinity of
1550nmwavelengthwhere theminimum loss in optical fibre occurs. �ese lasers use quaternary,
compositionally tunable semiconductor In1−xGaxAs1−yPy grown on an InP substrate. �anks
to its ease of wavelength tuning, InGaAsP lasers also operate near 1310 nm, a wavelength where
the minimum material dispersion occurs. �e latter are used for short-haul communication
systems.

Zinc Selenide based lasers �ese lasers with their derived alloys were the first semiconductor
lasers operating in the blue and green portions of optical spectrum [77]. �e active layer was
mainly composed of ZnCdSewith ZnSSe as a cladding. With the introduction of galliumnitride-
based lasers these lasers became obsolete mainly due to problems of long-term operation and
reliability.

GalliumNitride based lasers GaN is a recently developed direct band gap semiconductor alloy
with a bandgap wavelength of 366 nm falling in the near-ultraviolet region of the spectrum. By
addition of indium to GaN a ternary direct bandgap semiconductor InxGa1−xN is produced
that is tunable over a wavelength range from 366 nm to 580 nm, thus being complementary
to AlGaInP lasers. �e main application of these lasers is for Blue-ray Discs (BD) operating at
405 nm whi� falls in fact into the violet region of spectrum.

2.1.2 Laser structures

Semiconductor lasers are fabricated in variety of forms operating from the mid-ultraviolet to
far-infrared portions of the spectrum and with output powers ranging from nW to kW in case
of arrays of laser diodes. Semiconductor lasers can be of two types depending on the direction
of light emission: edge emitting lasers; or surface emitting lasers.

Edge emitting lasers

�ese lasers typically use large Fabry-Pérot resonators with typical lengths l ≈ 500 μm and
widths w ≈ 2 μm. �ey are o�en operated as multi-spatial mode devices suitable for high-
power applications. However, they can be also operated with single spatial and longitudinal
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modes. �ere are several general structures for edge emitting lasers using either traditional
heterojunctions or quantum-well active regions with gain or index guided structures.

A simple pn junction or homojunction is convenient only as a source of incoherent light in
LEDs. �e practicality of homojunction lasers is significantly reduced by the large amount of
heat dissipation whi� means in turn that they can be effectively operated only at temperatures
well below room temperature or for very short periods of time.

Considerable improvement in the efficiency of lasers is a�ieved through the use of hetero-
junctions. Heterojunctions consist of several layers of various lattice-mat�ed semiconductor
materials. �e active layer is fabricated from a direct bandgap material while the adjacent
cladding layers can be of indirect bandgap material. �e target of heterostructures is to squeeze
the region of light emission to a smaller volume, thus reducing the heat dissipation and conse-
quently improving the efficiency. Lasers with only one heterostructure are seldom used. More
common are lasers with several heterostructures whi� prevent unwanted diffusion of �arge
carriers outside the active region and further stimulate the emission of radiation. �is system of
heterostructures combined with an optical resonator in the form of a blo
 with cleaved facets is
depicted in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Edge-emitting GaAs semiconductor laser with double heterostructure.

Further improvement in laser efficiency, laser resistance and heat dissipation is a�ieved in
quantum well lasers. �e active layer of these lasers is squeezed to only a few nm creating step-
function bands with discrete energies. �e outcome of this reduction in size is a lower threshold
current due to a higher electron concentration per unit volume and minimum heat dissipation
since most of the heat is produced within the active region. �e disadvantage of quantum well
lasers is the low output power since the total number of �arge carriers participating in radiative
recombinations is reduced. �is drop in power can be mitigated by sta
ing several quantum
wells in parallel while still retaining the important confining features of the quantum well. Su�
devices are known as multiple quantum well lasers.

Two types of structure exist to confine the optical mode of the active region in the lateral
direction. In the first case, referred to as gain guiding, the region where the gain is produced is
limited in width. Alternatively, the optical beam can be confined by reflection at interfaces of
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the active region by fabricating an index of refraction �ange into the laser. �is is referred to as
index guiding.

Gain-guided structures In this case, the confinement of the opticalmode is a�ieved by current
flow. When the current flows into the active region, it produces gain only in a narrow stripe
determined by the metallic contact as shown in Figure 2.5. �e disadvantage of this structure
is that the effective width of the gain region broadens as the current density in the active layer
increases.

Index-guided structures �e other means of laser mode confinement in the lateral plane is
fabricating cladding layers of a different material. Different materials have a different index of
refraction, thus an index-guided structure is created provided that the index of refraction of the
adjacent layer is lower than that of the active layer. �us the laser operates in a waveguide mode
determined by the width of the higher index material as shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.5: Gain guided GaAs laser structure. Figure 2.6: Index guided GaAs laser structure.

Surface emitting lasers

�e disadvantage of edge-emitting lasers for some applications is that the emission of light is
parallel to the surface of thewafer. Formany applications requiring two-dimensional laser arrays
it is desirable to have semiconductor lasers emitting in the direction normal to the axis of the
laser gain medium. �ese lasers are commonly referred to as surface emitting lasers (SELs). �ey
can be of two different structures. �e first one is a laser with a distributed grating coupler
known as a grating coupler surface emitting laser (GSEL). �e grating redirects a portion of light
out of the cavity in the direction normal to the gain axis of the laser. �e other structure has a
cavity perpendicular to the semiconductor substrate withmirrors fabricated at the ends of active
region. �ese lasers are referred to as vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs).

Since the thi
ness of the active region typically made up of multiquantum wells is very
small (only a few nm), the single pass gain is minimal – usually a fraction of 1%. High gain
and high mirror reflectivities > 99% are thus mandatory to ensure that cavity losses are smaller
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than the gain available from a single pass. �e high reflectivity is provided by distributed Bragg
reflectors (DBRs). �ese mirrors have two alternating layers with a high refractive index ratio
and quarter-wavelength thi
ness. �e reflected waves from all layers add up constructively,
allowing for DBR reflectances above 99%.

A VCSEL emitting at 850 nm is shown s�ematically in Figure 2.7. It is a laser grown on a
GaAs substrate with alternating layers of n-AlGaAs to form a n-DBR with a GaAs active region
surrounded by AlGaAs cladding followed by a p-AlGaAs DBR. �e number of pairs needed to
fabricate a high reflectivity DBR depends on the refractive index ratio of layers of a pair. For a
higher index ratio fewer pairs are needed.

Figure 2.7: S�ematic diagram of a multiquantum well GaAs/InGaAs VCSEL.

VCSELs typically have a low threshold current and high efficiency resulting in low power
consumption and, in contrast with edge emitters, exhibit a circular beam output. Because
VCSELs are microresonator lasers, they yield very large longitudinal mode spacing, thereby only
one mode can fall into the gain bandwidth of the laser.

�e range of operation of VCSELs stret�es from the visible to the near-infrared portions of
the spectrum. �ey are fabricated with a broad range of diameters, the smallest being ≈ 1 μm.
Common VCSELs are operated at wavelengths of 780 nm for use in CD players, 850 nm in local
optical communication networks, as well as 1.3 μm and 1.55 μm in high-speed long distance
optical links.

In contrast to short-wavelengthGaAsVCSELs, the performance of InP-based devices is limited
by the disadvantageous properties of the InGaAsPmaterial system. �is is demonstrated mainly
in DBRs where the InGaAsP/InP system exhibits only a small variation in refractive indices. To
obtain high mirror reflectances, a large number of layers must be grown whi� in turn cause
significant diffraction losses. InGaAsP is also a material with low thermal conductivity whi�
causes excessive temperature increase in the active region during laser operation. One of the
concepts that overcomes these limitations is the utilization of InP/GaAs wafer bonding where
DBRs in long wavelength VCSELs are replaced by superior GaAs based mirrors. �e advantage
of GaAs is also its transparency for longer wavelengths whi� offers an option to extract light
through the substrate.
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2.1.3 Output spectra

�e output spectrum of a semiconductor laser is governed by several factors. It depends on the
bandwidth of the active region where the gain is larger than losses; on the allowed longitudinal
modeswhi�aredeterminedby the geometry andmaterial of theoptical resonator;andon factors
like spatial-hole burning [78]. �ese effects are illustrated in Figure 2.8. A surprising feature of
semiconductor lasers is the fact that although the gain profile is homogeneously broadened [98],
more longitudinal modes appear in the output spectrum carrying a significant amount of optical
power even at high currents above threshold.

ω

ω

ω0

resonator
modes

allowed modes

losses

gain G(ω)

Figure 2.8: Illustration of dependence of allowed longitudinal modes on gain spectrum and resonator
modes. Laser oscillation can occur only at frequencies for whi� the gain is grater than losses, i.e. in a
shaded area.

�e me�anism that largely contributes to the multi mode behaviour of semiconductor laser
is the spontaneous emissionwhi� is acting as a noise source triggering all the allowed modes for
whi� the round trip gain between mirrors is greater than losses. Over the threshold the modes
that are closest to the central frequency of themediumgain envelope grow faster than sidemodes
whi� saturate. With increasing current, side modes lose power as the gain is reduced while the
more central modes continue to grow, albeit at a slower rate. �is is demonstrated in Figure 2.9
where the spectra are shown for various output powers.

(a) P0 = 0.82 mW (b) P0 = 4.6 mW (c) P0 = 11.7 mW

Figure 2.9: Normalized longitudinal mode spectra of a gain guided laser at three different power levels.

�e physical process that allows more longitudinal modes within a single laser cavity is
spatial-hole burning. �is process is particularly prevalent in short cavities, like those found in
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semiconductor lasers, where standing waves are present. Once a standing wave pattern develops
within the laser cavity, the light intensity is zero at the cavitymirrors and at every half-wavelength
interval between mirrors. No stimulated emission occurs at these null points, therefore different
longitudinal modes can use this otherwise wasted gain.

2.2 Rate-equation model of semiconductor laser operation

�e rate-equations provide a description of a semiconductor laser in terms of static, spectral
and dynamic �aracteristics and their dependence on various parameters. �ey describe the
interplay between photons and �arge carriers inside the laser cavity.

For a uniform electron density n in the conduction band of the active region of a semicon-
ductor laser, the single-mode rate-equation can be written as [6, 74]:

dn
dt

= I

qV
−γen−GP (2.1)

dP
dt

= (GV−γ)P+Rsp, (2.2)

where I is the current, q the elementary �arge, P the photon number within the cavity, V the
volume of the active region, G is the gain per unit time and volume, Rsp is the spontaneous
emission term and γe and γ are the decay rates of electrons and photons, respectively. Equations
(2.1) and (2.2) apply only to single mode operation of the laser or to the operation with a limited
number of modes with relatively similar properties. In the multi-mode case, the rate-equations
take the form:

dn
dt

= I
qV

−γen−
∑
m
GmPm (2.3)

dPm
dt

= (GmV−γ)Pm+Rsp(ωm), (2.4)

where Gm =G(ωm) is the mode gain. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be also used for multi-mode
operation to some extent. In that case P represents the summation over the photon numbers of
individual modes, and G and Rsp are a weighted average depending on the mode intensity.

2.2.1 Steady-state�aracteristics

�e steady state solution of the rate-equations can be used to obtain the response of a laser for
continuous-wave operation. �is is beneficial to �aracterize laser performance by two main
�aracteristics, the light-current curve and the longitudinal mode spectrum.

Light-current curve

Assuming steady state operation, i.e. setting all time derivatives to zero, and expressing Rsp as:

Rsp = βspγeVn, (2.5)
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where βsp is a fraction of photons spontaneously emitted into the lasingmode, the rate-equations
(2.1) and (2.2) may be rewritten as:

J−γen−G(n)P = 0 (2.6)
P

(
G(n)−γ/V)+βspγen= 0. (2.7)

�e term J = I/qV, whi� is proportional to the drive current, can be regarded as a pumping term.
To compute the equations, the explicit form of the gainGmust be known [6, 16,74,78,96,97]. In
the simplest case, it can be expressed as G(n)= kn, where k is a constant.

In order to be able to solve equations (2.6) and (2.7) numerically, the constant factors (whi�
can differ by several tens of orders of magnitude) should be eliminated. �us, the following
dimensionless quantities are introduced:

N = n/nth, j= J
Jth
, p= γP

JthV
, (2.8)

where the subscript ‘th’ denotes the quantities at threshold. �e relationship between threshold
current Jth and the electron density at threshold nth is obtained from equation (2.6), where the
photon number P is substituted from equation (2.7). It is customary to neglect spontaneous
emission when defining Jth [6, 74]. Setting βsp = 0, we obtain:

Jth = γenth. (2.9)

�e electron density at threshold nth is calculated from the condition

G(nth)= γ/V. (2.10)

Taking these definitions into account and expressing the gain constant k from condition (2.10)
as:

k= γ

Vnth
, (2.11)

the rate-equations may be written in a normalized form as:

j−N−pN = 0 (2.12)
p(N−1)+βspN = 0. (2.13)

If spontaneous emission is neglected, the solution of the equations (2.12) and (2.13) below
threshold is:

N = j (2.14)
p= 0, (2.15)

and above threshold:

N = 1 (2.16)
p= j−1. (2.17)
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Figure 2.10: �e normalized electron density N
as a function of normalized drive current j for
different values of spontaneous emission factor
βsp.

Figure 2.11: �e normalized photon number
within the laser cavity p as a function of nor-
malized drive current j for different values of
spontaneous emission factor βsp.

If spontaneous emission is taken into account, the numerical solution of N and p depending on
j for different values of βsp is shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11, respectively.

From these plots is evident that the parameter βsp governs the shape of curves near the
threshold region where spontaneous emission is significant.

�e drawba
 of these simple rate-equations is their linearity in the region above threshold.
In their simplest form, they do not model thermal rollover for high injection currents. A
commonly used approa� to model thermal rollover is the modification of the gain term G by
introducing a gain suppression factor ε. At high photon densities, the gain is reduced by a factor
1/(1+ εP) [15] or 1/�1+ εP [4]. �e gain can be then written as:

G(n,P)= G(n)
1+ εP . (2.18)

�e explicit form of G(n) is varied according to application as in the case of equations (2.1) and
(2.2). �e resulting L-I curve exhibits a quadratic behaviour above threshold.

In order to further improve the shape of L-I curve, other factors su� as leakage current
or temperature dependence are incorporated into the rate-equations as in [61, 62]. In both
cases, higher order polynomials are used for this purpose. Even though the description of L-I
curves is more accurate, an obvious disadvantage is the enormous number of free parameters. A
completely different approa� to describe laser behaviour is to use complex semiconductor laser
simulators [46, 55, 68, 76].

Longitudinal mode spectrum

Multi-mode rate-equations can be also used to obtain the laser output spectrum. With the
help of equations (2.1) and (2.2) the relative intensities of individual modes can be calculated.
In order to solve these equations the gain spectrum Gm = G(ωm) has to be known. A simple
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approximation is that the gain decreases quadratically from its peak value. According to [6] the
modal gain can be expressed as:

Gm =G0
[
1− (m/M)2

]
, (2.19)

whereM is the number of highest mode, i.e. 2M+1 represents the total number of longitudinal
modes with positive gain. It is determined by:

M =
⌊
Δωg

ΔωL

⌋
, (2.20)

where Δωg is the frequency spread over whi� the gain is non-zero and ΔωL is the longitudinal
mode spacing, see Figure 2.12.

�is approximation assumes that the central most intense mode is located at the peak gain
frequency ω0 and is mainly applicable to index guided lasers whi� exhibit a rather small
number of longitudinal modes. �e photon number Pm of an individual mode is obtained from
equation (2.2) as:

Pm = Rsp(ωm)
γ−VGm

, (2.21)

with the assumption that all modes have the same loss γ.

Expressing G0 as G0 = kn and denoting gm = 1− (m/M)2 one can follow the same normal-
ization procedure as for the single-mode case. �e resulting normalized multi-mode equations
can be written as:

j−N−N
M∑

m=−M
gmpm = 0 (2.22)

pm(Ngm−1)+βspN = 0, (2.23)

with the assumption that Rsp(ωm) can be replaced by Rsp(ω0). �is is justified by the fact that
the spontaneous emission spectrum is mu� larger than the longitudinal mode one.

Calculated L-I curves for the multi mode case withM = 10 are shown in Figure 2.13. It can
clearly be seen that the multi-mode rate-equations describe the saturation of side longitudinal
modes well. �e level of saturation of side modes is proportional to the value of βsp. �e
normalized multi-mode spectra calculated for three different values of current are shown in
Figure 2.14. As can be seen, the spectrum is symmetric whi� is in accordance with the
assumption that the gain spectrum (2.19) is symmetric. In reality, both the gain and longitudinal
mode spectra show some level of asymmetry.

2.2.2 Small-signal analysis

�is subsection describes the dynamic �aracteristics of a semiconductor laser using rate-
equations. In contrast to the previous steady state case, small signal analysis investigates the
transient response of a semiconductor laser before it rea�es a steady state.
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Figure 2.12: Quadratic gain spectrum with a
s�ematic illustration of longitudinal modes.

Figure 2.13: Calculated normalized photon
number as a function of normalized current for
the first 9 longitudinal modes (βsp = 10−4).
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(a) I/Ith = 1.1 (b) I/Ith = 1.5 (c) I/Ith = 2.0

Figure 2.14: Calculated longitudinal mode spectra at three different drive current levels.

Relaxation oscillations

When �anging the laser operation from one steady-state to another, the laser passes through
a transient state in whi� the output exhibits damped periodic oscillations. �ese relaxation
oscillations are due to the intrinsic resonance of the nonlinear laser system. �e frequency and
damping rate of these oscillations can be obtained by small-signal analysis of the single-mode
rate equations (2.1) and (2.2).

In a small-signal analysis, the steady state quantities P and n are perturbed by a small amount
δP and δn, i.e.:

n(t)= n+δn (2.24)
P(t)= P+δP. (2.25)

�e solution for δP and δn can be found from linearised rate equations of δP and δn:
d(δn)
dt

=−Γnδn−
(
G+P∂G

∂P

)
δP (2.26)

d(δP)
dt

=−ΓPδP+
(
PV
∂G

∂n
+ ∂Rsp
∂n

)
δn, (2.27)
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where

Γn = γe+n
∂γe
∂n

+P∂G
∂n

(2.28)

ΓP = γ−GV−PV ∂G
∂P

(2.29)

are the decay rates of fluctuations in the photon populations and carrier density, respectively.
�e solution of this eigenvalue problem is in exponential form:

δn(t)= δn0 e−(γr±jωr)t (2.30)

δP(t)= δP0 e−(γr±jωr)t, (2.31)

where δn0 and δP0 are the initial values of perturbation,

γr = 1
2
(Γn+ΓP) (2.32)

is the damping rate of relaxation oscillations andωr, the relaxation oscillation angular frequency,
can be approximated as [6]:

ωr ≈
√
GPV

∂G

∂n
. (2.33)

Assuming linear gain as in steady state case and using the expressions (2.9–2.11) , the relaxation
oscillation quantities γr and ωr can be further simplified as:

γr = γe
(
I

Ith

)
(2.34)

ωr =
√
γγe

(
I

Ith
−1

)
, (2.35)

under the assumption that n= nth for I ≥ Ith.

Intensity noise

Until this point, quantities P and n were assumed to remain stable once the steady-state was
rea�ed. In reality laser output exhibits intensity and phase fluctuations due to the quantum
nature of the lasing process. �e phase fluctuations are responsible for spectral broadening of
longitudinal modes, i.e. for the width of observed spectral lines. �e intensity noise, whi�
can limit system performance of optical communication systems if it is too high, rea�es its
maximum around threshold and then decreases rapidly with an increase in the drive current.
�e spectrum of the intensity noise exhibits a peak near the relaxation oscillation frequency.
�is noise is �aracterized by the relative intensity noise (RIN). RIN can be used to determine
the resonance frequency, the intrinsic bandwidth and the damping factor of lasers. It can be
calculated as:

RIN=
〈
δP(t)2

〉
〈P(t)〉2 , (2.36)
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where the time average
〈
δP(t)2

〉
arises from the autocorelation function 〈δP(t)δP(t+τ)〉 eval-

uated at zero. �e term δP(t) can be calculated from the modified set of equations (2.26) and
(2.27) to whi� Langevin noise sources Fn(t) and FP(t) are added [6].

�e RIN can be represented in the frequency domain by the definition of the RIN spectral
density by means of a Fourier transform:

RIN(ω)= SP(ω)〈P(t)〉2 , (2.37)

where the spectral density SP(ω) of the random process δP(t) is defined as:

SP(ω)=
∞∫

−∞
〈δP(t)δP(t+τ)〉e−jωτ dτ. (2.38)

With a known spectral density SP(ω), the RIN can be expressed as [6]:

RIN(ω)=
2Rsp

[
Γ2n+ω2+P2

(
∂G
∂n

)2
(1+γen/RspP)−2ΓnP∂G∂n

]
P

[
(ωr−ω)2+γ2r

][
(ωr+ω)2+γ2r

] . (2.39)

�is expression allows to evaluate the relaxationoscillationquantities from themeasured spectral
curve. Using the equations (2.34) and (2.35) electron and photon decay rates of the laser under
test can be calculated. �e experimental attempt to measure the RIN is described in section 4.6.

2.3 Radiation effects in semiconductor lasers

A study of radiation effects in semiconductor lasers became relevant as soon as the first lasers
were released for military and space industry use. Early experiments were performed on a GaAs
edge-emitting laser diodes irradiated by gamma and neutrons [11, 12]. Lasers were irradiated up
to a relatively low – from present point of view – fluences of 1014 n/cm2. Nevertheless, these
fluences were high enough to observe phenomena like�anges in a laser threshold and annealing
a�er irradiation. Later works then report on laser behaviourwith fluences up to 1015 n/cm2 [20].

Semiconductor lasers were extensively tested in the past to qualify components for use in
the CMS Tra
er Optical Readout and Control Links at LHC. Irradiation tests of candidate
optoelectronic devices for use in the CMS Tra
er were performed by K. Gill et al. in the period
1997–2005 [36–40,42]. In 2004, the first high fluence irradiation tests of the devices used in the
current CMS optical links were made by M. Axer et al. [10]. In this high fluence irradiation test,
the lasers were damaged to the point where they were no longer emitting coherent light.

�e radiation damage effects observed in semiconductor lasers are caused by displacement
and/or ionization. Of the two, it has been found that the effects of displacement damage aremu�
more important for the fluences and doses typical of LHC [36]. Displacement damage occurs in a
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material when an incident particle collides with one of the atoms and transfers sufficient energy
to it in order to displace it from the original lattice position. If the energy transferred is large
enough then the atom can produce further atomic displacements along its trajectory as it comes
to rest. Defects known as vacancies and interstitials, whi� may introduce new energy levels in
the band gap, can thus be created in semiconductor materials. �ese extra energy states act as
generation-recombination centres whi� reduce the efficiency of band-to-band transitions. In
lasers, recombination at these defects competes with radiative transitions, resulting in higher
threshold current and lower light output efficiency.

2.3.1 Irradiation and annealing

Figure 2.15 illustrates the�ange of the L-I�aracteristics during neutron irradiation. �edevice
under test (DUT) was an edge-emitting laser used in current CMS optical link generation. As
the total fluence increases, both the shi� of the threshold current and the loss in efficiency are
evident. For higher fluences, the thermal rollover is more visible. �e extracted parameters of
threshold current and relative efficiency plotted versus the fluence for two irradiated devices are
shown in Figure 2.16.

Figure 2.15: Set of typical L-I�aracteristics of
a laser measured at different neutron fluences.

Figure 2.16: Measured threshold current in-
crease ΔIth and relative efficiency ηrel versus
neutron fluence for two lasers of the same type.

Lasers anneal a�er irradiation and can recover a significant part of radiation-induced dam-
age [36]. Figure 2.17 illustrates the annealing of an irradiated laser over a period of 200 hours,
whi� is similar to Figure 2.15 with power on a log scale. �is result indicates that the radiation-
induced damage is flux dependent and that there would be less damage if the same fluence were
accumulated over a longer irradiation period. A short-term irradiation test carried out on a
timescale of tens of hours thus produces more damage in absolute terms than what would be
expected in the final application where the flux is lower.

2.3.2 Non-Ionizing Energy Loss hypothesis for source equivalence

�eNon-Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL) is a quantity that describes the amount of energy transferred
by an incident particle to a target material by atomic displacements. �e concept of the NIEL
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Figure 2.17: Measured L-I �aracteristics a�er irradiation. �e arrow indicates the time evolution of
annealing. For reference, the L-I curve obtained before irradiation is also included.

is widely used when comparing displacement damage effects in semiconductor devices. It
has been successfully demonstrated that the deposited NIEL is linearly proportional to the
degradation of semiconductor materials not only at the LHC [49] but also for high-temperature
superconductors [93] or solar cells [64, 80, 92].

In optoelectronic devices radiation damage caused by displacement typically has a greater
impact on device operation than that caused by direct ionization. �is is confirmed by the
observation that irradiation by 60Co gammas up to a dose of 100 kGy has no significant impact
on device operation [36, 87]. �e differences in radiation damage to lasers caused by different
hadronic sources are expected to scalewithNIELof interactingparticles in thedevicematerial [38].
�e NIEL fraction of the recoil energy is larger for heavier atoms for a given recoil energy. As an
example, the maximum NIEL of a recoiled Si atom in Si bulk is found to be ∼ 200 keV, compared
to a value of∼ 2MeV for In in InGaAsP compound whi� is a typical material of 1310 nm lasers.

As a further example, 1 MeV neutrons can cause a recoil of a Si atom in silicon up to an
energy of 130 keV of whi� 100 keV is deposited as NIEL, i.e. already close to themaximum limit.
However, in the case of InGaAsP, themaximum recoil energy from 1MeV neutrons of a Ga atom
is ∼ 60 keV, of whi� 40 keV is typically dissipated in further atomic displacements. Since the
NIEL part of the energy dissipated by recoiling atoms in InGaAsP can rea� up to several MeV,
it is clear that particles of higher energy will generate more damage per recoiling atom than a
1 MeV neutron, in contrast to the situation in silicon devices.

Despite the general acceptance of the NIEL approa�, there are still problems that prevent its
use inmany applications. First of all, it is the limited number ofmaterials and related compounds
for whi� the NIEL is known. For illustration, the calculation of NIEL in ternary and quaternary
semiconductor compounds is complex and is further complicated by the need to obtain the
precise stoi�iometry of the materials used from manufacturers. Due to this la
 of data for
radiation hardness scaling of complex compounds of optoelectronic devices, these have to be
tested in various radiation sources. �e testing ismainly performed in irradiation facilities using
an intense and well-�aracterised beam of particles or ions whi� serve as proxy particles for the
final operational environment.
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Chapter 3

Photodetectors

Basic operational principles of photodetectors are introduced in this chapter together with
a description of their typical material systems. Radiation effects in photodiodes and their
subsequent annealing are explained with a brief discussion of single event effects.

3.1 Operational principles of photodetectors for high-speed data
transmission systems

Semiconductor photodetectors are based on absorption of light by matter by the photoelectric
effect [28], where impinging photons react with matter and create electron-hole pairs in the
semiconductor material. If these pairs are created within a carrier diffusion length of the pn
junction of the photodetector they can rea� the depletion region where they are separated by
the built-in electric field. �is creates an additional current produced by the illumination whi�
breaks the thermoelectric equilibrium of the pn junction. A photo-electromotive force whi�
reduces the potential barrier of the junction is created. �is internal voltage produces a current
whi� is proportional to the intensity of illumination.

An ideal diode is described by the Sho�ley equation. �e increase in reverse current i as a
function of the intensity of illumination can be described as:

i= I0
(
e
qV
kT −1

)
− if , (3.1)

where I0 is the saturation current, q is the elementary �arge, k is the Boltzmann constant, T
is the temperature, V is the voltage across the diode and if is the photocurrent proportional
to the radiant flux. �e constant of proportionality is called responsivity, i.e. the photocurrent
generated by unit light power of incident mono�romatic light. �e current of a photodiode is
thus composed of two components, a current of a classical semiconductor diode given by the
Sho
ley equation and a component proportional to incident light. A typical I-V �aracteristics
with operating conditions of a generic photodiode are depicted in Figure 3.1. �e output voltage
lies on the dashed line and is proportional to the photodiode illumination.
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Figure 3.1: I-V�aracteristics of a photodiode with reverse bias operating conditions. Voltage and current
on circuit s�ematic have negative signs with respect to the photodiode I-V curves, i.e. quantities Vb and
Vout are negative on the plot.

�e I-V �aracteristics (Figure 3.1) of a photodiode are most dense in the first quadrant (I in
Figure 3.1) where a photodiode is least sensitive to incident light. �is quadrant is not used for
photodiode operation. If a photodiode is operated in the second quadrant, called photovoltaic
mode, it behaves as a source of energy. �e energy of radiation is directly transferred to electricity.
Diodes operated in this regime are mostly used as solar cells. Good linearity is a�ieved only
with relatively small load resistances.

�e operating�aracteristics are parallel and almost equidistant in the third quadrant. If the
bias point is set in this quadrant, it is operated in photoconductive mode. Photodiodes used for
the detection of optical signals are solely operated in the third quadrant. �is region offers the
highest sensitivity to incident optical radiation and the most linear transfer �aracteristics.

Generally, photodiodes are very sensitive to optical radiation, they exhibit very low leakage
current – the current whi� flows through the photodiode in the absence of light – but are
susceptible to damage at high loads. However, they are very sensitive to humidity, thus good
pa
aging is very important for long-term reliability.

�e high-frequency properties of a photodiode are given on the one hand by its capacitance
and on the other by the diffusion time of generated �arge carriers, i.e. the time taken for
generated carriers to rea� the depletion region where they are separated. �e speed of a
photodiode can be improved by optimizing the doping profile. �e principle behind it is that
an inner electrical field whi� accelerates minority �arge carriers to the photodiode potential
barrier is present in regions of inhomogeneous dopant concentration.
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3.1.1 Material systems

Semiconductor photodiodes are fabricated in similarmaterial systems to those used for semicon-
ductor lasers that were described in Chapter 2. As for lasers, the �oice of photodiode material
determines many of their properties. �ese are �iefly the optical wavelength range to whi�
the photodiode responds and the level of noise. �e wavelength sensitivity is determined by
the photoelectric effect where only photons with sufficient energy can excite electrons across the
bandgap of the material. Photons with lower energy do not react with the photodiode material
and the material is transparent to them. Noise is also related to the width of the bandgap, where
generally speaking materials with larger bandgap exhibit lower noise.

Conversely to the case of lasers, photodiodes can be fabricated from indirect bandgap
material. Energy and momentum conservation are a�ieved by means of a two-step process.
An absorbed photon first excites an electron to a high energy level within the conduction band.
�e excited electron and its associated hole then qui
ly relax to the lowest and highest possible
levels in the conduction and valence bands, respectively. Since these processes are sequential,
they are not unlikely. Typical photodiode materials can thus be both elemental and compound
semiconductors. Si and Ge photodiodes belong among the photodiodes made from elemental
semiconductors. Siliconphotodiodesfind theiruse in the rangeofwavelength from800 to900nm
while germanium photodiodes are best around 1400 to 1500 nm. While silicon photodiodes
are still widely used, germanium photodiodes are being replaced by compound semiconductor
materials mainly due to their intrinsically high dark current and slow speed caused by their large
parasitic capacitance. Photodiodes fabricated from compound semiconductors are typically
InGaAs and GaAs photodiodes. Even though they are more expensive their advantage is higher
speed, higher efficiency and very low dark current. InGaAs photodiodes are typically used for
wavelengths between 1300–1600 nm and GaAs photodiodes in the range 700–860 nm. A plot
of responsivity versus wavelength for the materials previously mentioned is in Figure 3.2.

Similarly to lasers, photodiode structures can either be fabricated from a single material
or use heterostructures. �e advantage of heterojunctions is the possibility of using a larger
bandgapmaterial whi� canmake use of its transparency tominimize optical absorption outside
the depletion region and thus increase the efficiency. Heterostructures also offer the additional
flexibility that light can be received from the substrate side, provided that the substrate is
transparent to the incident light. �e drawba
 is that photodiodes with heterostructures are
fabricated using a less standard process whi� is reflected in their higher price. Common
photodiode heterojunctions are AlGaAs/GaAs and InGaAs/InP.

3.1.2 p-i-n photodiodes

�e high-frequency response of a photodiode can be improved by inserting an intrinsic region
between p and n regions so that a p-i-n photodiode is created. �ese p-i-n photodiodes are
constructed in a way that most of the optical radiation is absorbed in an intrinsic region whi�
has about six to seven orders of magnitude higher resistivity than neighbouring regions. A
relatively high electrostatic field is present in the intrinsic region, whi� accelerates the �arge
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Figure 3.2: Photodiode responsivity versus wavelength for four different material systems.

carriers created due to the absorption of light. �e intrinsic region also decreases the capacitance
of the photodiode whi� allows higher operating speeds. Modern p-i-n photodiodes are capable
of operating at frequencies of the order of tens of GHz. Increasing the width of the depletion
region also increases the area available for capturing light. As the light is mostly absorbedwithin
a certain distance, the thi
ness of the intrinsic layer is usually fabricated to mat� this distance.
Any increase in intrinsic layer thi
ness beyond this limit will simply lead to lower speed of
operation due to increased capacitance. A s�ematic diagram of a GaAs p-i-n photodiode is in
Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 then shows a commercial InGaAs p-i-n with a 30 μm diameter active area.

Figure 3.3: S�ematic diagram of a top illumi-
nated GaAs p-i-n photodiode.

Figure 3.4: Enablence 18 GHz InGaAs photodi-
ode with 30 μm diameter optical aperture, part
№: PDCS30T.
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3.1.3 Avalan�e photodiodes

Avalan�e photodetectors (APD) were rather promising semiconductor detectors in the last
decade. In a simplifiedway, they canbedescribed as a solid state versionofproportional counters.
�eir operating principle is the amplification of a photoelectric current via the avalan�e effect.
Charge carriers created by incident optical radiation are accelerated by an electrostatic field to
su�an extent that their kinetic energy is sufficient to ionize atoms of thematerial throughwhi�
they are traveling. �e secondary �arge carriers thus created are accelerated in turn and ionize
further atoms to create the avalan�e effect.

�e responsivity, thus the sensitivity, of an avalan�e diode is about a hundred times higher
than that of a p-i-n photodiode. Reverse bias has to be set just below the avalan�e breakdown
voltage in order to rea� the highest possible amplification. Dark currents, as well as the high-
frequency properties, are similar to those of a p-i-n photodiode. �e biggest disadvantage of
APDs is the need for a high bias voltage – of order a hundred volts – for proper operation and
this prevented their widespread use in high-speed data transmission systems. However, they still
find application as single photon counting devices thanks to their high sensitivity.

3.2 Radiation effects in p-i-n photodiodes

Like lasers, p-i-n photodiodes were tested in the past to qualify them for use in experiments
at the LHC. Photodiodes and lasers were tested together in a series of irradiations [36–38, 87].
Conversely to lasers, no high-fluence irradiation tests were performed for photodiodes, the cited
tests only going up to the fluences expected at LHC. Apart fromHEP experiments, radiation effects
in photodiodes are also considered in space and/or solar cells applications [58, 59, 64, 65, 81, 91].

Since thematerials ofwhi�p-i-nphotodiodes aremadeare similar to thoseof semiconductor
lasers, radiation effects are analogous to those of lasers. Displacement damage is mu� more
important than ionization damage, at least for the fluences and doses typical of LHC. In p-i-n
photodiodes, generation of electron-hole pairs at the defects created by displacement damage
causes an increase in the dark current, whi� in turn raises the minimum power level of the
optical signal that can be detected. In addition, photo-induced signal �arge is trapped in
radiation-induced defect states resulting in a reduction of the photocurrent.

3.2.1 Irradiation and annealing

�e�ange in response of a p-i-n photodiode during irradiation is illustrated in Figure 3.5. �e
large increase in the leakage current and decrease in the responsivity, whi� is the slope of the
curve, is distinctive. However, there is no clear correlation between the leakage current increase
and responsivity decrease. �e decrease in responsivity is largely affected by the type and the
manufacturer of a p-i-n photodiode. Usually it remains within limits of 90% of the value before
irradiation up to a certain fluence a�er whi� it drops significantly.
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�e increase in leakage current together with decrease in responsivity of p-i-n photodiode
with fluence is depicted in Figure 3.6. �e leakage current increases non-linearly by several
orders of magnitude for InGaAs photodiodes.

Figure 3.5: Degradation of the light–current
�aracteristics of an InGaAs p-i-n due to 20MeV
neutron irradiation.

Figure3.6: Relative responsivity and leakagecur-
rent for different bias voltages as a function flu-
ence of an InGaAs p-i-n.

Unlike lasers, the p-i-n photodiodes are damaged permanently by radiation. A small anneal-
ing of leakage current of 15–25% during several hundreds of hours is observed; however there
is no recovery of the p-i-n responsivity a�er irradiation. In terms of operation of p-i-n diodes in
a digital optical link system, the �ange in leakage current and responsivity may be acceptable if
the ability to distinguish between logical states is unaffected. �e link receiver electronics must
be able to compensate for higher leakage current and lower amplitude of the post-irradiation
p-i-n photocurrent.

�e irradiation testing of p-i-n photodiodes to HL-LHC fluence levels is extensively described
in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 presents methods ofmitigation of radiation induced damage in detector
systems.

3.2.2 Single-event effects

Photodetectors used in high data-rate optical readout and control systems of current particle
physics experiments unfortunately also serve as good particle detectors [13]. Particles traversing
the photodetectormay deposit a large fraction of their energy directly in the sensitive volume and
cause a so-called Single Event Upset (SEU). Su� effects are a concern for anymodern high-speed
electronic circuit operated in a radiation environment [26, 30, 50, 52].

�e�arge deposited in the sensitive volume of a photodetector, either by direct ionization or
indirectly via elastic or inelastic collisions with nuclei of the detector material, is collected by the
applied electric field. �e resulting current pulsemay bemistaken as a data signal by the receiving
electronics, generating an SEU. �e most sensitive region of a p-i-n diode is its depletion layer
where any generated carriers are transported by dri�. �e resulting electrical signal is not only
determined by the photodetector, but is shaped by the atta�ed transimpedance and limiting
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amplifiers. �ese components play an important role in single event effects, therefore the optical
receiver �ain must be considered as a whole.

Chapter 5 deals with SEU testing in photodiodes in detail and the methods of measuring, as
well as simulating, SEUs are presented.

3.2.3 NIEL recapitulation

Since radiation damage in p-i-n photodiodes is caused almost exclusively by displacement
damage, as in lasers, the NIEL hypothesis is also valid for photodiodes. �is means that the
same problems arise as for lasers due to the complexity of semiconductor compounds of whi�
they are made: no radiation hardness scaling; uncertainty in stoi�iometry; and difficulty of
analytical calculation. �e NIEL can thus only be predicted by simulation. Section 4.1.1 presents
NIEL simulations for typical p-i-n photodiode materials.

A particular field of industry for whi� the description of radiation damage effects in terms
of absorbed dose proves useful is that of space solar cells. Calculated NIEL values for various,
typically III-V semiconductor, materials are used to predict the response of a device in the
complex space radiation environment.

In a first step, the radiation effects in the solar cells are �aracterized using mono-energetic
particle beams. Results from various sources are then correlated and relative NIEL factors are
calculated. With a complete set of NIEL values for different semiconductormaterials, sources and
energies, radiation hardness of solar cells can be evaluated at a single, readily available particle
source, usually 1–10 MeV proton source.

�e performance of a solar cell in space is then predicted from the knowledge of the space
radiation environment. �is approa� significantly reduces the amount of experimental data
needed to predict solar cell behaviour in the final application, whi� in turnmeans that even cell
types for whi� limited test data exist can be considered for particular space missions.

A similar approa� can be adopted also for HEP experiments; however readily available sets
of experimental NIEL data together with well �osen proxy particle sources are rather limited.

3.3 Summary

�e operational principles of lasers and photodiodes were presented with a review of radiation
effects in semiconductor optoelectronic components. �e influence of radiation on measurable
device parameters was outlined. Typical material systems and structures were described and the
concept of the NIEL was introduced. In addition to that, laser behaviour was described using
rate-equations for both steady-state and small signal analysis whi� prepared the ground for an
extended laser model whi� is introduced in next experimental �apter.
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Chapter 4

Radiation testing of lasers and photodiodes

This chapter reports on extensive exploratory tests of modern 10 Gbps optoelectronic com-
ponents and their suitability for the HL-LHC trackers is discussed based on thorough de-
vice irradiation and annealing models. These high fluence irradiation tests – in excess of
1015 particles/cm2 – took place at UCL, Belgium with 20 MeV neutrons and with 300 MeV/c
pions in PSI, Villigen, Switzerland.

4.1 Overview of sources used

Two irradiation sources were used for these exploratory tests as proxies of HL-LHC radiation
environment. �e first was a neutron source derived from a 50 MeV deuteron beam impinging
on a beryllium target via the 9Be(d,n)10B reaction. �e neutron beam energy distribution and
angular divergence are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2, respectively. �e energy distribution
of the neutron beam exhibits a significant peak at 20 MeV. In the following, this source will be
referred to as a 20 MeV mono-energetic source.

�e dosimetry for the neutron irradiationwas intended to be done using alanine pellets stu

to various places in the setup. Since these pellets were rated only up to a fluence of 1×1015 n/cm2

beyond whi� they saturate, the total fluence Φ for neutron irradiations had to be calculated
solely using the following formula [66]:

Φ(t,d)=
t∫
t0

I(τ)dτ× 1×1014

0.079 ·d1.902 (4.1)

where I is the measured deuteron current and d is the distance from the target.

�e other source was a pion one of an energy of 191 MeV. �e total fluence was calculated
using the β− decay of the 24Na isotope in aluminium foil activated by negatively �arged pions.
�is β− activity was used to calibrate the monitored pion beam current.
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Figure 4.1: Neutron energy distribution, data
from [66].

Figure4.2: Neutronangulardivergenceas a function
of distance from target with radius referring to beam
axis, data from [66].

4.1.1 Relative NIEL and relation with HL-LHC environment

Asmentioned in previous�apters, the analytical calculation of NIEL for complex semiconductor
compounds is rather �allenging and has not yet been carried out. In order to compare the
destructiveness of irradiation sources used for device testing and put it into the context of the
HL-LHC environment relative NIEL factors were calculated for 1MeV, 20MeV neutrons, 191MeV
pions and 24 GeV protons for various semiconductor compounds using the �UKA and GEANT4
simulators.

�e NIEL was calculated for the following materials and stoi�iometry: GaAs, In0.53Ga0.47As,
In0.738Ga0.262As0.568P0.432, and In0.557Ga0.443As0.950P0.050 and for targets of three different thi
-
ness of 1, 10 and 100 μm. Densities of these compounds were taken from [51]. �is set of
materials represents typical semiconductor compounds of whi� lasers and p-i-n photodiodes
are made, refer to Chapters 2, 3. Targets of three different thi
nesses were used to confirm
the thin target hypothesis, whi� means that particles are not stopped, nor significantly slowed
down inside the material and that the calculated NIEL per particle per cm3 does not depend on
detector thi
ness. �is was not true for the 24 GeV proton case where only the 100 μm target
was used. �e reason for this is that the 24 GeV proton simulation was run last and the thin
target hypothesis had been confirmed.

FLUKA simulations

First simulations were performed using �UKA. It is a general purpose Monte Carlo simulation
tool developed since 1989 for calculations of particle transport and interactions with matter.
Among other applications, this simulation pa
agewritten in the Fortran 77 language is designed
for shielding, calorimetry, dosimetry, radiotherapy and detector and target design. Prediction of
radiation induced damage is a traditional field of application of �UKA whi� makes it suitable
for NIEL simulations.

Simulations to high accuracy of about 60 different particles and their associated anti-particles
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are possible in �UKA in an energy range from ≈ 1 keV to hundreds of TeV. Of a great interest is
its low-energy neutronmodel whi� is able to simulate neutrons with energy lower than 20MeV
down to thermal energies. It uses its own neutron cross section library derived from recent
experimental data.

�e advantage of �UKA is that no programming is required from the user for most of the
basic applications. �e simulation can be run from a graphical user interface. Simple geometries
are easily implemented. For more complex geometries �UKA uses a combinatorial geometry
pa
age, whi� is not needed for this simple NIEL simulation where a target is simply a blo
 of
detector material.

In order to reduce the simulation processing time, in every simulation run, 5×109 particles
were simulated with a so-called mulsopt card option. �e mulsopt card was used for activating
the single scattering option at boundaries or for too short steps, where the number of single
scatterings to be performed when crossing a boundary was set to one. �e result is weighted by
the probability of interaction, i.e. no further corrections are needed. In other words, themulsopt
card forces the particle to interact at every crossed boundary whi� makes it very suitable for
thin targets where the probability of interaction is very low. In this way transport of a particle
without any interaction is completely eliminated and the speed of simulation is increased.

Results of �UKA simulations are summarized in tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for three different
target thi
nesses.

particles GaAs InGaAs InGaAsP0.432 InGaAsP0.050

1 MeV neutrons 10.0 8.5 8.8 8.5
20 MeV neutrons 52.0 44.6 40.7 44.4
191 MeV pions 84.3 82.2 72.0 81.5

ratio 1:5.2:8.4 1:5.2:9.7 1:4.6:8.2 1:5.2:9.6

Table 4.1: NIEL in keV/cm3/particle for 1 μm thi
 target in �UKA. �e exact stoi�iometry of individual
compounds is referenced in text.

particles GaAs InGaAs InGaAsP0.432 InGaAsP0.050

1 MeV neutrons 9.9 8.5 8.7 8.5
20 MeV neutrons 51.6 44.8 40.7 44.4
191 MeV pions 84.5 82.2 72.9 81.2

ratio 1:5.2:8.5 1:5.3:9.6 1:4.7:8.4 1:5.2:9.5

Table 4.2: NIEL in keV/cm3/particle for 10 μm thi
 target in �UKA.

GEANT4 simulations

GEANT4 is a Monte Carlo simulation so�ware framework whi� provides detector and physics
modelling capabilities embedded in an object-oriented structure. �is simulation tool, whose
development dates ba
 to 1993, is used in a large variety of experimental applications in diverse
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particles GaAs InGaAs InGaAsP0.432 InGaAsP0.050

1 MeV neutrons 10.0 8.6 8.8 8.6
20 MeV neutrons 51.7 45.0 40.8 44.5
191 MeV pions 84.5 82.8 73.7 81.8
24 GeV protons 64.3 80.4 78.3 80.0

ratio 1:5.2:8.5:6.4 1:5.3:9.7:9.3 1:4.6:8.4:8.9 1:5.2:9.6:9.3

Table 4.3: NIEL in keV/cm3/particle for 100 μm thi
 target in �UKA.

experimental domains like high energy physics experiments, space applications and medical
applications, to name a few.

GEANT4 includes physical processes starting from optical photons and thermal neutrons to
the TeV range used at the LHC. However, its main use is in the high energy range. Models for
low energy particles are still being pioneered and need quite o�en to be fine tuned by the user.

Curiously, one of the drawba
s of GEANT4 when used for simple applications is its general
purpose nature. A lot of effort is needed even for running a basic simulation. It starts with a
cumbersome definition of geometry, material specification, physics processes and continues to
management of individual events and run configuration. On the other hand, the GEANT4 toolkit
comprises various examples and training kits.

Similar simulations to the ones carried out using �UKA were performed using GEANT4 in
order to compare and gain confidence in the results. �e QGSP_BIC_EMY reference physics list
(version 1.1), whi� should incorporate low-energy neutrons physics, was used tomodel the NIEL
deposit in the material as suggested by the GEANT4 collaboration. Due to obvious discrepancies
in the obtained values of NIEL, these simulationswere run only for GaAs and InGaAs 1×1×1mm
targets. �is failure can be attributed to the physics list whi� is not obviously mature for this
kind of application. �e results of simulations are summarized in Table 4.4.

particles GaAs InGaAs

1 MeV neutrons 0.67×10−3 0.65×10−3
20 MeV neutrons 3.75 2.07
191 MeV pions 0.14 0.11

ratio 1:5597:209 1:3185:169

Table 4.4: NIEL in keV/cm3/particle for 1 mm thi
 target simulated in GEANT4.

Results discussion

As can be seen from tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 the NIEL does not depend on detector thi
ness
and the assumption of a thin target is thus valid. �e factor between 20 MeV neutrons and
191 MeV pions is 1.6 for GaAs, and 1.8 for InGaAs and both InGaAsP materials, whereas the
ratio between 1 MeV and 20 MeV neutrons has the same value of 5.2 for GaAs, InGaAs and
In0.557Ga0.443As0.950P0.050 and 4.6 for In0.738Ga0.262As0.568P0.432.
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When comparing these simulated ratios to previously measured values [40] of 1:4.4:8.3 of
InGaAsP laser for 0.8MeV, 20MeV neutrons and 191MeV pions a reasonablemat� is obtained.

�e stoi�iometry of compounds does not play a significant role for a relative NIEL factors
between the beams, 20 MeV neutrons and 191 MeV pions, in the two irradiation facilities but
has a slight impact on 1 MeV neutron scaling.

Using the NIEL simulations, the scaling of measured radiation damage either in a neutron
or pion beam to 1 MeV neutron equivalent is possible. �e precision is higher when the exact
stoi�iometry of compounds in question is known but even taking generic stoi�iometry values
a satisfactory estimation is obtained.

To confront the absolute values of the simulated NIEL with literature is not feasible since
most of the published work is with simpler semiconductor compounds, mainly silicon. �ere
are few exceptions for GaAs material like [22] whose simulated NIEL values for 1 MeV neutrons,
191 MeV pions and 24 GeV protons are generally four-times lower than values obtained by
�UKA simulations. However, this does not represent a significant issue since it is only the ratio
between the different sources whi� is of interest for this work and this is in accordance with
measured data.

Unfortunately, the GEANT4 simulations with the reference physics list do not provide mean-
ingful results, thus only �UKA simulations should be considered for the source comparison.
Apparently, some low energy transfers processes are missing in the current reference physics list
whi� could be possibly rectified in future releases.

�e measured and scaled radiation damage of a tested device in a 1MeV neutron equivalent
flux can be linked together with a radiationmap of a HL-LHC tra
er mentioned in a section 1.3.3
and thus its suitability for a given placement can be determined.

4.2 Devices tested

A large quantity of modern devices– capable of 10 Gbps – was tested during two neutron and
one pion irradiation tests. �e radiation resistance of 56 prototype semiconductor lasers from
nine different manufacturers and of 39 p-i-n photodiodes from five different manufacturers was
evaluated for total fluences in excess of 1015 particles/cm2. Devices using various te�nologies,
like 1310 nm Fabry-Pérot lasers as well as 1310 nm and 850 nm VCSELs with both 1310 nm
InGaAs and 850 nm GaAs p-i-n photodiodes, were tested together with devices currently used
in CMS whi� were included for comparison to previous tests. �e parameters of the neutron
and pion tests are given in Table 4.5. �e overview of all lasers and p-i-ns tested is summarized
in Table 4.6 and Table 4.7, respectively.
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Neutrons 1 Neutrons 2 Pions

Mean energy: 20 MeV 20 MeV 191 MeV
Irradiation time: 3 days 24 h 17 days
Particle flux [p/cm2/s]: 1.4–2.4×1010 2.3–8.1×1010 0.6–1.2×109
Annealing time: 1 month 3 months 2 weeks
Lasers irradiated: 19 24 13
p-i-ns irradiated: 27 8 4

Table 4.5: �emain parameters of all neutron and pion tests.

Manufacturer # devices Type λ Neutron 1Φ Neutron 2 Φ PionΦ
[nm] [×1015/cm2] [×1015/cm2] [×1015/cm2]

Alight 2 VCSEL 1310 – – 1.6
BeamExpress 2+2 VCSEL 1310 – 2.0 0.9
Binoptics 2 Fabry-Pérot 1310 4.4 – –
Cyoptics 2 Fabry-Pérot 1330 – 2.1 –
Finisar 3+2+2 Fabry-Pérot 1310 4.8 2.0 1.2
Finisar 3+6+2 VCSEL 850 4.7 2.1 1.5
JDSU 3+4+2 VCSEL 850 4.4 2.0 1.5

Mitsubishi 8+1 Fabry-Pérot 1310 – 2.3 1.3
QD 3 Quantum dot 1310 4.8 – –

Vertilas 3 VCSEL 1310–1550 5.0 – –
CMS ref. 2+2 Fabry-Pérot 1310 6.3 – 1.7

Table 4.6: List of all irradiated lasers with fluences rea�ed in individual irradiation campaigns – all devices
except CMS reference are rated at 10 Gbps.

4.3 Radiation testing setup

Amodularmeasurement setup and individual instruments controlled by LabView so�warewere
used to measure both lasers and p-i-n photodiodes. Figure 4.3 shows a picture of the whole
setup.

Manufacturer # devices Type λ Neutron 1Φ Neutron 2 Φ PionΦ
[nm] [×1015/cm2] [×1015/cm2] [×1015/cm2]

Enablence 8+6+2 InGaAs 850, 1310 3.5 5.2–7.0 1.3
Finisar 3 InGaAs 1310 3.9 – –
Finisar 3 GaAs 850 3.9 – –

Hamamatsu 6 InGaAs 1310 4.2 – –
Hamamatsu 3 GaAs 850 4.2 – –

JDSU 2+2 GaAs 850 3.9 – 1.5
CMS ref. 2+2 InGaAs 1310 6.2 1.6 –

Table 4.7: List of all irradiated p-i-n photodiodeswith fluences rea�ed in individual irradiation campaigns
– all devices except CMS reference are rated at 10 Gbps.
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Figure 4.3: Picture of a completemeasurement apparatus. From right to le�: optical spectrometer followed
by an electrical spectrometer with an optical-to-electrical converter and a swit� on top of it, measurement
ra
 with data loggers and optical attenuators below it, and laser current drivers on the far le�.

4.3.1 Laser measurement setup

A s�ematic of the measurement setup for lasers used for both neutron and pion irradiations
is shown in Figure 4.5. �e L-I-V �aracteristics of all lasers were continuously measured at
approximately 20 minute intervals. Between the measurements lasers were biased at a constant
current above threshold. �e optical and electrical spectra were also recorded. A measurement
cycle diagram with a laser current curve is shown in Figure 4.4.

4.3.2 Photodiode measurement setup

�e dependence of the photodiode current on input light power for different bias voltages was
measuredwith a setup shown in Figure 4.6. �ismeasurementwas performed a�er the scanning
of laser L-I-V �aracteristics.
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Figure 4.4: �e device measurement cycle with durations of individual measurement cycles and laser
biasing profile.

Figure 4.5: �e laser measurement setup. Lasers are individually biased by a current driver and the
intensity of emitted light is measured by a photodetector with the recording of optical and RIN spectra.

4.3.3 Control so�ware

�e measurement setup was controlled by a National Instruments LabVIEW application. �is
application allowed to set individual instruments, temperature sensors and other environmental
parameters. Measurement of individual devices could be turned on or off and laser and p-i-n
diode results displayed for a qui
�e
 of device operation.

4.4 Neutron results

�e raw results with extracted trends of lasers and photodiodes are presented in this section
for two 20 MeV neutron tests at Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL), Louvain-la-Neuve,
Belgium.
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Figure 4.6: �e p-i-n measurement setup. Two lasers of 850 and 1310 nm were used as a light source for
p-i-n photodiodes under test. Laser drivers were ramped up and a corresponding current flowing through
the p-i-n photodiode was recorded. �e emitted intensity of the light was monitored by a photodiode
placed close to the laser driver.

4.4.1 Louvain test 2009

�is first test, whi� lasted for about three days of irradiation from 18/08/2009–22/08/2009
followed by one month of annealing, was the first exploratory test. It aimed mainly to survey
new fast optoelectronic devices from variousmanufacturers and to observe their ultimate limits.
Despite two beam failures whi� occurred during the test, a ten times higher fluence, 4×
1015 n/cm2, was rea�ed than in previous tests used to qualify devices for the LHC. �is test was
also the first one in whi� edge-emitting lasers were irradiated together with VCSELs.

Device assembly

A s�ematic diagram of a device sta
 is in Figure 4.7. All lasers were placed closer to the beam,
i.e. in higher flux, than p-i-n photodiodes. Lasers of the same type were connected in series,
typically in groups of three, and ramped up simultaneously.

Laser results

Some of the raw laser results are presented in this sub-section together with extracted trends of
all irradiated lasers.

In Figure 4.8 a set of L-I and V-I plots versus fluence is shown for a reference Mitsubishi
device. �is device, whi� is currently used in CMS did not last for a long time and was destroyed
by radiation at a fluence of 2×1014 n/cm2. In this test, the maximum fluence rea�ed for lasers
was 6.3×1015 n/cm2. �e colour code in Figure 4.8, whi� is the same for all L-I-V curves of
lasers irradiated in this campaign, corresponds to this value.

In contrast to the reference device, a newer 10 Gb/s capable edge-emitting device rea�ed a
higher fluence. Results are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.7: �e device sta
. �e beam is coming from the top. Closest to the target were CMS reference
devices followed by lasers and p-i-n photodiodes.
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Figure 4.8: Set of L-I and V-I curves of a ref-
erence Mitsubishi device with a common colour
code corresponding to a maximum fluence of
6.3×1015 n/cm2

Figure 4.9: Set of L-I andV-I curves of a 10 Gb/s
Finisar 1310 nm edge-emitting laser.

A few lasers whi� survived the whole irradiation were solely VCSELs. Figure 4.10 and
Figure 4.11 show a short and long wavelength VCSELs, respectively.

Comparative plots of relative threshold increase, efficiency and maximum power versus
fluence with annealing are in Figures 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14, respectively.

Photodiode results

Some malfunctioning was registered for certain p-i-n photodiodes, mainly due to a bad optical
fibre contact with a device can.

Figure 4.15(a) shows relative responsivity and leakage current for different bias voltages of
a reference Fermionics p-i-n photodiode. �e kink in the responsivity trend is typical for this
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Figure 4.10: Set of L-I andV-I curves of a Finisar
850 nm VCSEL.

Figure4.11: SetofL-I andV-I curvesof aVertilas
1550 nm VCSEL.
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Figure 4.12: Relative laser current threshold shi� versus fluence with annealing.
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Figure 4.13: Relative laser efficiency versus fluence with annealing.
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Figure 4.14: Normalized maximum laser output power versus fluence with annealing.
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(a) Reference Fermionics p-i-n.
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(b) Enablence 30 μ InGaAs p-i-n.
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(c) JDSU GaAs p-i-n. (d) Legend.

Figure 4.15: Relative responsivity and leakage current for different bias voltages of selected p-i-n photodi-
odes.

Results on relative responsivity and a leakage current for different bias voltages for modern
fast Enablence 30 μ 1310 nm InGaAs and JDSU 850 nmGaAs photodiodes are in Figures 4.15(b)
and 4.15(c), respectively.

Plots comparing the leakage current and relative responsivity for all p-i-n devices are in
Figures 4.16 and 4.17, respectively.

Discussion

Despite some problems with the beam stability, this test was successful and demonstrated on a
representative sample of data that modern and fast devices are more radiation hard than older
devices currently used in CMS.
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Figure 4.16: Leakage current versus fluence at 2.0 V bias with annealing.
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Figure 4.17: Relative responsivity versus fluence at 2.0 V bias with annealing.
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Laser results confirmed the assumption that VCSELs are more radiation hard than edge-
emitting lasers. �e limit for edge-emitting lasers in this test was 2×1015 neutrons/cm2 whereas
for VCSELs it was higher than 4×1015 neutrons/cm2. �e importance of laser annealing was also
manifested. Some lasers whi� were killed by radiation started lasing again a�er some period of
time. Due to a large number of laser types, only three devices of the same type were irradiated
but even from this limited number of samples one can state that similar behaviour was observed
across device families.

Another fact that is evident from laser L-I-V curves is that while L-I curves are hugely
affected by radiation, V-I curves are not. Defects whi� are created in the crystal lattice by
radiation have a large impact on band-to-band transitions, thus affecting the lasing, but from
the electrical point of view it does notmatter whether the transition is radiative or non-radiative.
�is could explain the observed behaviour of L-I and V-I curves of irradiated lasers.

Unlike the lasers, all p-i-n photodiodes survived the irradiation. �is fact is thanks both
to a lower total fluence and also higher radiation resistance. Unfortunately, p-i-n photodiodes
do not anneal significantly, thus the radiation damage is permanent. Only a small fraction of
photodiode leakage current anneals. Several differences between 850 nm GaAs and 1310 nm
InGaAsdeviceswereobserved. Mostnoticeable is very low leakage current forGaAsphotodiodes
whi� remained below the resolution of the measuring apparatus throughout the test. �e other
difference is a faster drop in responsivity with fluence for GaAs devices and also their lower
sensitivity. �e increased noisiness in trends for 850 nm devices is caused by a modal instability
of a combination of a VCSEL laser and a multi-mode splitter whi� were used for light feeding.

4.4.2 Louvain test 2010

�e purpose of this 24 h long test, 06/12/2010–07/12/2010, followed by two and half months of
annealing, was to investigate the influence of the laser bias current on radiation damage and rate
of annealing. �is was also the reason for the extremely long period of annealing. To see if there
is a significant dependence of radiation damage on laser bias current, some of the devices were
biased at different currents, always in a group of two. As in the pion test, the spectra were also
measured, but only every fourth cycle due to a large number of devices.

Device assembly

Contrary to the previous neutron test in 2009, p-i-n photodiodes were placed closer to the
beryllium target in order to be in a higher neutron flux. Lasers were thus exposed to a lower flux
and since none of them was destroyed during the test, it was possible to measure the annealing.
�e s�ematic of the device sta
 is in Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: �edevice sta
. �e beam is coming from the top. Contrary to the 2009 neutron test, closest
to the target were p-i-n photodidodes followed by lasers with platinum temperature sensors (PT100).

Laser results

Figure 4.19 shows measured L-I and V-I curves for a Mitsubishi 1310 nm Fabry-Pérot laser,
Finisar 1310 nm Fabry-Pérot laser, Finisar 850 nm VCSEL and BeamExpress 1310 nm VCSEL. �e
colour code in Figure 4.19(a) corresponds to the maximum fluence of 2.3×1015 n/cm2 and is
the same for all plots of irradiated lasers in this campaign. Unlike in the previous neutron test,
none of the lasers was seriously damaged by radiation, thus they had a measurable annealing
period.

�e fraction of remaining defects, proportional to threshold current �ange, versus time for
different bias currents above laser threshold for the same device types as in Figure 4.19 is shown
in Figure 4.36. It is clearly demonstrated that the annealing rate does not depend on bias current
and that part of the induced damage is permanent.

As for the previous test, comparative plots of relative threshold increase and efficiency versus
fluence with annealing are in Figures 4.20 and 4.21, respectively.

Photodiode results

Only six InGaAs p-i-n photodiodes of two different types were irradiated in this test. Two of
the InGaAs photodiodes had a 850 nm light source. �e measured �aracteristics are shown in
Figure 4.22. A drop of a relative responsivity and the flat part of the leakage current curve for
the highest bias voltages for some devices at the end of measurement is due to a saturation of a
current-to-voltage converter whi� was used during measurement.

A comparison of the leakage current and relative responsivity for all p-i-n devices are in
Figures 4.23 and 4.24, respectively.
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(a) Mitsubishi Fabry-Pérot laser with a common
colour code corresponding to a maximum fluence of
2.3×1015 n/cm2
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(b) Finisar Fabry-Pérot laser.
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(c) Finisar VCSEL.
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(d) BeamExpress VCSEL.

Figure 4.19: Set of L-I and V-I curves of neutron irradiated lasers.
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Figure 4.20: Relative laser current threshold shi� versus fluence with annealing.
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Figure 4.21: Relative laser efficiency versus fluence.
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(a) Enablence 30 μ 1310 nm InGaAs p-i-n.
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(b) Enablence 60 μ 850 nm InGaAs p-i-n.

Figure 4.22: Relative responsivity and leakage current for different bias voltages of selected p-i-ns with the
same legend as in 4.15(d).
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Figure 4.23: Leakage current versus fluence at 1.5 V bias with annealing.
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Figure 4.24: Relative responsivity versus fluence at 1.5 V bias with annealing.

Discussion

�e most important outcome of this test is the discovery that only a fraction of total laser
damage anneals and that the bias current does not affect the rate of the annealing. �is topic
is discussed more in detail in section 4.7.1 of this �apter. Concerning the p-i-n photodiodes,
60 μm Enablence InGaAs device whi� is capable of both 850 nm and 1310 nm was identified.
Despite the higher leakage current than GaAs devices, it still looks promising due to a better
radiation hardness of responsivity.

4.5 Pion results

�e raw results with extracted trends of lasers and photodiodes are presented in this section for
a 300 MeV/c pion test at Paul S�errer Institut (PSI), Villigen, Switzerland.

4.5.1 PSI tests

�is was the second irradiation test, mu� longer than the first neutron test, and lasted for
about three weeks from 13/08/2010–30/08/2010 followed by two weeks of annealing. It aimed
to compare the pion damage factor with respect to neutrons. As in the first neutron test, optical
and electrical spectra were measured in-situ in addition to laser and photodiode parameter
measurements.
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Device assembly

A completely different device arrangement was used in this test as the beam time was shared
with other users. A s�ematic view of the sta
 is in Figure 4.25. All the devices were placed on
a moving x-y-z table whi� resulted in loose optical contacts for some devices and thus mu�
noisier measurement in comparison to neutron tests.

Figure 4.25: �e s�ematic of a device sta
. Due to the small beam cross section, only two devices were
placed on one side of a PCB. In order to put individual boards closer together, any subsequent layer was
tilted by 90° with respect to the previous one.

Laser results

A reference Mitsubishi edge-emitting laser was used also in this test. It was also one of the few
devices whi� was destroyed by radiation. A new fast Mitsubishi 1310 nm edge-emitting laser
and BeamExpress 1310 nmVCSELwith good radiation hardnesswere identified in this campaign.
Plots of L-I andV-I curves for these three devices and a Finisar 850 nm VCSEL are in Figure 4.26.
�e colour code in Figure 4.26(a) corresponds to the maximum fluence of 1.7×1015 π/cm2 and
is the same for all plots of irradiated lasers in this campaign. �e very fast drop and annealing
of efficiency of the BeamExpress VCSEL is due to a lens whi� is used inside a laser can. �is lens
darkens very qui
ly in ionizing radiation whi� explains the huge drop in laser efficiency.

Comparative plots of relative threshold increase and efficiency versus fluence with annealing
are shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28, respectively.

Photodiode results

In contrast to a first neutron test, only few p-i-n photodiodes were irradiated this time. One
of them was the reference Fermionics photodiode. Plots of the leakage current and relative
responsivity for all p-i-n devices are in Figures 4.29 and 4.30, respectively.
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(a) Mitsubishi reference Fabry-Pérot laser with a com-
mon colour code corresponding to a maximum fluence of
1.7×1015 π/cm2
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(b) Mitsubishi Fabry-Pérot laser.
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(d) BeamExpress VCSEL.

Figure 4.26: Set of L-I and V-I curves of pion irradiated lasers.
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Figure 4.27: Relative laser current threshold shi� versus fluence with annealing.
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Figure 4.28: Relative laser efficiency versus fluence with annealing.
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Figure 4.29: Leakage current versus fluence at 2.0 V bias with annealing.
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Figure 4.30: Relative responsivity versus fluence at 2.0 V bias with annealing.
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Discussion

�is test served as source comparison between 20MeVneutrons and 191MeVpions. Despite the
connection problems due to a moving table and frequent beam interruptions, a representative
set of data both for lasers and p-i-n photodiodes was obtained.

Optical and RIN spectra were measured for the first time in this campaign. Optical spectra
results were meant to be used for a temperature �aracterisation of the lasers [10]. For this
reason the whole laser sta
 was put into an oven with controllable temperature prior the test.
Unfortunately, probably due to a bad handling and a subsequent ESD almost all the lasers were
destroyed just before the test. �is oven test was never attempted again. �e purpose of the
RIN spectra measurement was to determine the degradation of the bandwidth of the laser with
irradiation. It was found that the bandwidth is preserved as long as enough current is injected
above the laser threshold. Section 4.6 deals with spectra measurement more in detail.

4.6 Spectral measurements

As mentioned in previous sections, spectra were measured during the pion and the last neutron
test. Spectra measurement always took place a�er the p-i-n photodiode scan. Due to a large
number of devices, spectra were recorded only at four different laser currents. �ese currents
were equidistant points between 10% and 90% of the output light power. �e routing of light to
a spectrum analyser was done by a single-mode swit�, see Figure 4.5. For multi-mode fibres,
an attenuation of ≈ 23 dB was observed.

4.6.1 Optical spectrummeasurement

Optical spectra were recorded for all lasers in order to �aracterize thermal effects. �e output
of this measurement was a wavelength shi� versus the input power. A wavelength shi� of a gain
envelope wasmeasured for the edge-emitting lasers and VCSELs. �e resulting slope of this trend
is constant for all lasers, Figure 4.32, whi� suggests that the thermal resistance of the lasers
did not �ange. Since the thermal �aracterisation of lasers was not performed in the lab prior
the test, the absolute junction temperature cannot be determined. �e method of the thermal
correction of lasers is discussed in section 4.8.1.

4.6.2 Relative intensity noise measurement

�emeasurement of laser intensity noisewas performedonly for 1310nm lasers. �eattenuation
of 850 nm lasers was too big as the signal was well below the noise floor of the instruments. �e
bandwidth of the measurement was limited to 12.5 GHz whi� was the cut-off frequency of an
optical-to-electrical converter. All newly tested lasers except BeamExpress 1310 nm VCSEL were
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mu� faster than the bandwidth limit of the instruments, thus any intensity noise peak was not
registered.

�e aim of the RIN measurement was the laser parameter extraction, as described in sec-
tion 2.2.2. Due to the bandwidth problems and wavelength restrictions this was not realized
a�er all.

Recorded intensity noise for the BeamExpress 1310 nm VCSEL for four different currents
before and a�er neutron irradiation is in Figure 4.31. �e origin of the peak for a 9 mA curve
is probably some disturbance as it was not observed in subsequent measurements. Resonance
frequency for higher currents above threshold is attenuated by the insufficient bandwidth of
optical-to-electrical converter.

A plot of the position of the intensity noise peak during irradiation is in Figure 4.33. Since
the peak remains at the same frequency during irradiation, the bandwidth of the laser does
not decrease during irradiation as long as enough modulation current can be injected above
threshold.
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Figure 4.31: Intensity noise of a BeamExpress VCSEL for four different currents above threshold.

4.7 Laser modelling and parameter extraction

Rate-equations were�osen for a description ofmeasuredL-I curves of a laser during irradiation
due to their relative simplicity and also efficiency. �ey have been described in �apter 2. �e
modified rate-equation whi� models even a non-linear part of a L-I curve is derived in this
section. Its robustness is tested on experimental data measured during the first neutron test.
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Figure 4.32: Peak wavelength versus input elec-
trical power of a 850 nm VCSEL during irradia-
tion.

Figure 4.33: Intensity noise of a BeamExpress
1310 nm VCSEL for 3.7 mA bias during irradia-
tion.

4.7.1 Rate-equationModel

As stated in section 2.2, single-mode steady-state operation rate-equations are o�en used to
model semiconductor laser �aracteristics. �ey are also applicable to multi-mode operation
with a limited number of modes with relatively similar properties. �e model describes the
spontaneous- and stimulated-emission regions of laser operation and takes into account thermal
rollover effects. In order to minimize the number of free parameters and to facilitate numerical
solving of the equations, these are normalized and new dimensionless quantities are introduced
instead of real physical constants, whi� are unknown and can differ by several tens of orders of
magnitude.

�eory

Rate-equations in normalized form (2.12) and (2.13) were introduced in section 2.2. In order
to model the thermal roll-over of semiconductor lasers, the linear gain term G(n) = kn was
modified to:

G(n,J)=G0
(
n−n0Jl

)
, (4.2)

where G0, n0 and l are constants. �e current dependency Jl in the gain term takes into account
non-linear effects su� as Auger recombination and the leakage of carriers out of the active
region. �e modified rate-equations become:

j−N−p
(
N

1−a −
ajl

1−a

)
= 0 (4.3)

p

(
N

1−a −
ajl

1−a −1

)
+βspN = 0, (4.4)

where a= n0γeJl−1th . Setting l= 0, the same L-I curves without a thermal rollover are obtained as
from the equations (2.12) and (2.13).
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Comparison with experimental data

In order to verify the applicability of the rate-equation model, the calculated operating �arac-
teristics of a semiconductor laser are compared to experimental data obtained during the first
high-fluence 20 MeV neutron test.

A fluence-dependent set of model parameters can be calculated using a two-step fitting of
measured light-current (L-I) �aracteristics of a laser that underwent irradiation. Trends like
laser threshold, quantum- and slope-efficiency are extracted and based on their behaviour the
device operation during extended irradiation can be predicted. Good agreement between the
calculated andmeasured values was rea�ed for different te�nology devices in both spontaneous
and stimulated emission regions of operation. Figure 4.34 shows the fitted data of a Mitsubishi
CMS reference laser.

(a) linear scale (b) log. scale

Figure 4.34: Fitted curves for 1310 nmMitsubishi CMS reference laser in linear and log. scale.

�e introduction of a gain term in the form of equation (4.2) is purely empirical. �e
addition of only two extra parameters into the rate-equations describes the whole operating
region of a laser, even when the laser stops lasing due to radiation damage. �is approa� is
more convenient than others mentioned in �apter 2.2 as it uses a minimum set of parameters
whi� facilitates fitting of measured L-I curves. More complex models could be employed, but
they would require at least some insight into the device composition whi� is not the case for
the commercial devices that are used in the irradiation tests.

4.8 Comparison of neutron and pion sources

�anks to the three irradiation tests that were performed, the comparison between neutron and
pion sources is possible. As mentioned in the beginning of this �apter, it is very difficult to ana-
lytically compare the radiation damage factors of these two sources for complex semiconductor
compounds; it was thus measured. �emeasured damage factors are compared to the simulated
ones.
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4.8.1 Laser results

Since the environmental parameters were not the same in both tests, some corrections have to
be made prior to the fluence scaling. Due to a different board occupancy in pion and neutron
tests, the temperature profile was not the same. As can be seen from Table 4.5, the beam flux
was also very different.

Temperature correction

None of the devices whi�underwent the test were cooled; the temperature thus increased during
irradiation as more heat was dissipated. �e threshold current of an edge-emitting laser varies
with temperature T as:

Ith(T)= I0 eT/T0 (4.5)

where I0 is a constant and T0 is a �aracteristic temperature. Writing the equation (4.5) for
two different temperatures T1 and T2 and dividing them, laser threshold current scales with
temperature as:

Ith(T2)= Ith(T1)e(T2−T1)/T0 (4.6)

�e equation (4.6) was used to scale all data to a room temperature of 300 K.

One of the issues that remains to be solved is the exact value ofT1. In the first approximation,
this temperature correction was made to devices whi� were close to the ambient temperature
sensors. If the junction temperature, measured from the optical spectrum, scales with the
ambient temperature, i.e. thermal resistance of the laser device remains the same during the
irradiation, the obtained threshold trend is just a multiple of the true value. In other words, this
correction does not affect the shape of the trend. �e error of this correction factor is estimated
to be less than the error of the fluence measurement.

�e temperature correction for VCSELs was not done for two reasons. First, measured data
were quite noisy, whi�wouldmake any temperature correction impossible by itself, and second,
the injected current is basically ten-times smaller than in edge-emitting lasers, thus the internal
heating is not noticeable.

Figure 4.35 shows the temperature correction applied to one of the lasers whi� were placed
close to the platinum PT100 sensor. �e temperature resistance of this particular device was
not �anging during irradiation whi�means that the junction temperature is just a multiple of
a measured temperature. �e direct proportion between measured temperature and junction
temperature is demonstrated in Figure 4.37. �e regression of the peak wavelength λ determined
from the optical spectra measurement is linear with measured temperature T for different input
powers.

�e correct value of the junction temperature can be obtained by a measurement of the
thermal resistance of the lasers, whi� was meant to be done prior to the pion test, or possibly
even by a simulation. Since the measured data can be corrected even without this knowledge, it
turns out that the exact value of the junction temperature is redundant.
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Figure 4.35: Relative threshold increase versus timewith temperature correction of theMitsubishi 1310 nm
laser.

Applying the temperature correction to the laser threshold trends, the effect of different bias
current can be investigated. As can be seen from Figure 4.36, the bias current does not affect the
rate of the annealing.

�is surprising result can be explained by the assumption that the rate of annealing depends
only on temperature and not on current density. If a �ange of the rate of annealing on bias
current is indeed observed, it is probably due to internal heating caused by excessive current
injection and not by the current itself. Since the heat transfer between the laser junction and the
laser can was adequate in the irradiation tests in question, as can be seen from optical spectra
measurements, no �ange of the rate of annealing is observed.

Flux correction

Another correction that has to be made prior to the comparison of neutron and pion radiation
damage is the scaling of the flux. �e reason for this correction is that the lasers are constantly
annealing. From themeasured data it is obvious that only a fraction of the total damage anneals.
�is saturation of laser annealing can be described by the following exponential equation:

A(t− t0)= (1− c)e−λ(t−t0)+c, t ≥ t0, (4.7)

where λ is a decay constant and c a saturation fraction.

Supposing that defects created by irradiation decay independently, the irradiation period
can be divided into infinitesimal time steps during whi� defects are created and then anneal.
For a discrete defect creation rate q(ti) and the annealing function A(t), the threshold current
increases and anneals in time as:

Ith(t− t0)= Ith(t0)
(
1+

n∑
i=0
q(ti)(ti+1− ti)A(t− ti)

)
, t ≥ t0. (4.8)
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Figure 4.36: Fraction of remaining defects versus time for different bias currents above laser threshold
(two devices per bias current group).

Equation (4.8) with the annealing function (4.7) describes the irradiation period quite well
but when the beam is turned off, q(t)= 0, it predicts a faster decay than observed. Adding at least
three terms (4.7) with different decay constants partially solves this problem, but still a sufficient
mat� to the measured data is not a�ieved.

Another possibility is that defects do not anneal by a simple exponential law, or they do but
with an infinite number, or rather a spectrum, of decay constants, and the annealing should be
modelled differently. �e easiest way whi� also produces the best results is to use a so-called
hill function as the annealing function:

A(t− t0)= 1− (1−a)(t− t0)k
c+ (t− t0)k

, t≥ t0, (4.9)

where a, c and k are constants. �is function is o�enused inmathematicalmodelling of processes
whi� exhibit an S-shaped curve. It fits measured data perfectly, however it does not have any
physical meaning.

Figure 4.38 compares fitting measured annealing data of aMitsubishi laser a�er temperature
correction with equations (4.7), (4.9) and a simple exponential decay. �e advantage of the hill
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equation is evident.
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Figure 4.37: Peak wavelength shi� versus mea-
sured temperature for three different input pow-
ers of a Mitsubishi laser.

Figure 4.38: Comparison of three fitting meth-
ods using equations (4.7), (4.9) and a simple ex-
ponential denoted ‘exp sat’, ‘hill’ and ‘exp’, respec-
tively.

Using equation (4.9) instead of equation (4.7) for a description of the annealing formal-
ism (4.8), a fit of measured data of the relative threshold increase for both irradiation and
annealing periods is obtained, as illustrated in Figure 4.39.

Knowing the fitting constants of the fit in Figure 4.39, the relative threshold increase can be
modeled for any beam flux q(t). Taking the beam �aracteristics from the pion irradiation and
putting them together with the fitting parameters, the relative threshold increase versus fluence
for a neutron beam with the same flux as the pion case can be calculated.

Figure 4.40 shows the comparison of a neutron and pion damage for the same beam flux for
several laser devices. �e scaling factor between neutrons and pions is summarized in Table 4.8.
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Figure 4.40: Comparison of a relative threshold
increase of various laser devices for neutrons,
dashed line, and pions, solid line, with the same
beam flux.
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Comparing these values with the simulated ones in section 4.1.1 a reasonable mat� is
obtained. �is mat� could be possibly further improved by knowing the exact stoi�iometry
and by reducing the spread in measured trends across device families. However, to accomplish
this a close contact with a manufacturer and a test with mu� larger device quantities would be
required.

To illustrate the prediction capabilities of this method, Figure 4.41 shows measured and
calculated remaining fraction of damage of a Mitsubishi laser. �e fitting parameters are taken
from neutron test data and are put into an equation with the pion beam flux profile. �e slower
annealing, whi� was measured during the pion test, is well modelled and there is a mat�
between calculated and measured data.

Device Factor

BeamExpress VCSEL 2.8
Finisar FP laser 2.1
Finisar VCSEL 1.9
Mitsubishi FP laser 2.4
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Table 4.8: �e scaling factor between neutrons
and pions for different laser devices.

Figure 4.41: Fraction of remaining damage ver-
sus time for measured and calculated trends.

4.8.2 Photodiode results

As mentioned previously, photodiodes do not recover significantly, i.e. the radiation damage is
permanent. Only a small fraction of photodiode leakage current anneals. �is fact also facilitates
the comparison between the two sources, whi� can be direct. As the photodiodes are passive
devices, temperature correction is not needed either.

�e comparisonof photodiode leakage current and relative responsivity for one device whi�
underwent both tests is in Figures 4.42 and 4.43, respectively. �e scaling factor for both leakage
current and relative responsivity is 2.2.

4.9 Prediction of radiation damage in-system

Combining the laser device modelling with the laser annealing description, the prediction of
laser behaviour becomes possible, provided that the beam intensity is known. Since all measured
parameters of the lasers anneal uniformly, as is demonstrated on measured L-I curves whi�
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Figure 4.42: Comparison of a leakage current
versus fluence for pions, solid line, and neutrons,
dashed line, of an Enablance 30 μm device at
1.5 V bias.

Figure 4.43: Comparison of a relative responsiv-
ity versus fluence for pions, solid line, and neu-
trons, dashed line, of an Enablance 30 μm device
at 1.5 V bias.

during the annealing period simply follow the curves measured during irradiation but in the
reverse direction, one set of laser parameters is sufficient. Given the flux time profile, it is thus
sufficient to predict just one laser parameter. �is parameter is usually the laser threshold.

4.9.1 Laser End-of-Life Prediction

Using the rate-equation model, it is possible to predict the device behaviour from low-fluence
data. Data from a Finisar 1310 nm Fabry-Pérot laser in the first neutron test are used as
a demonstration. Fitted rate-equation model parameters from low-fluence data (below 5.0×
1014 n/cm2)were extrapolated and thenused to predict laserL-I curves as depicted inFigure 4.44.
�e fitted curves were extrapolated to a point where a laser stops lasing due to thermal rollover,
denoted Iro. �e end-of-life of a laser is predicted as an intersection of Ith and Iro. Measured
values of Ith and Iro with predicted Ith and calculated Iro are in Figure 4.45.

Figure 4.44: Fitted and predicted L-I
curves of a Finisar 1310 nm Fabry-Pérot
laser.

Figure 4.45: Measured and predicted Ith
with calculated Iro for a Finisar 1310 nm
Fabry-Pérot laser.
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4.9.2 Radiation damage prediction in p-i-n photodiodes

Unlike lasers, damage to p-i-n photodiodes cannot be predicted from low fluencemeasurements.
�is is due to an unpredictable decrease in responsivity occurring at certain fluence whi� varies
from type to type. However, a�er this dramatic �ange the responsivity of a p-i-n photodiode
decreases exponentially (linearly in logarithmic scale) for most photodiode types. �e damage
prediction is made by simple linear extrapolation on a log. scale. �is is well demonstrated in
Figure 4.46. �is method cannot be employed for every device, unfortunately. One example is
the Fermionics photodiode (Figure 4.47) currently used in CMSwhi�was also used as a reference
device in radiation tests described in Chapter 4.

Figure 4.46: Linear extrapolation of relative re-
sponsivity and leakage current of InGaAs p-i-n
to higher fluences.

Figure 4.47: Relative responsivity for differ-
ent bias voltages versus fluence of a reference
Fermionics p-i-n.

4.10 Discussion

A large number of devices were tested in three different irradiation campaigns. Several candidate
devices, operating at both 850 and 1310 nm wavelengths, for the Versatile transceiver were
identified. �e results of all tests confirmed the assumption that VCSELs are more radiation hard
than edge emitting lasers. Globally, modern fast devices perform better than their predecessors
whi� are currently used by the LHC experiments.

�e irradiation of p-i-n photodiodes showed that the responsivity of InGaAs photodiodes is
less affected by radiation than that of GaAs photodiodes. Concerning the leakage current, the
situation is completely different. An increase in leakage current was not observed for any GaAs
photodiode.

In terms of annealing, lasers are able to recover a substantial part of the induced damage.
�is will be significant in the final application where the irradiation to maximum fluence takes
place over the system lifetime that is typically measured in years. A surprising result is that the
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rate of annealing is not affected by a laser bias current whi� contradicts some results found in
literature [11,41]. Contrary to lasers, p-i-n photodiodes do not exhibit any significant annealing.

�e proposal of using a rate-equation model to describe semiconductor laser L-I curves
during irradiation was presented. Good agreement between the calculated andmeasured values
was a�ieved for all irradiated devices in both neutron and pion tests. A compact rate-equation
based laser degradation model was devised to describe both the laser degradation and the
annealing period. �is model has wide applicability in future irradiation test refinements as the
time spent in irradiation facilities, and thus the cost, can be significantly reduced.

Scaling factors between two different particle species were obtained despite the la
 of
statistics, caused by the limited number of devices tested, and the uncertainty in the fluence
measurement. Simulations and experimental results show that 191MeVpions are approximately
twice as damaging as 20 MeV neutrons.

One possible explanation of this fact is that neutrons, being un�arged, lose their energy in
elastic collisions whi� are not so efficient at energy transfer unless with an equal mass particle.
As a result, neutrons are not slowed down too mu� in the devices, hence they do less bulk
damage than �arged pions whi� can also interact electromagnetically, i.e. transfer more of
their energy to the target as the electromagnetic interaction is more probable. In other words
neutrons have to hit the tiny nucleus in order to interact whereas pions, being �arged, interact
at a longer distance.

In addition to that, pions may form resonance state with protons from the nucleus whi�
immediately decay into a pion and proton sharing the energy of the incident pion. �ese two
particles having lower energy than the incident pion may interact with the material. However,
as tested devices are usually very thin this additional multi-scattering process will be rather
unlikely.
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Chapter 5

Single-Event Effects in photodiodes

This chapter deals with measuring and simulation of SEUs in photodiodes. It starts with a
description of an SEU test and then proceeds to methods of SEU simulation. At the end of
the chapter, simulated data are compared to measured results.

Me�anisms causing single event effects in photodiodes were briefly described in �aper 3.
Concerning the prediction of SEU rates in semiconductor photodiodes, it is not well established,
hence an extensive testing programme for the devices in question is usually required. �e testing
is typically performed in irradiation facilities using a well �aracterised beam of particles or
ions [52, 54]. In particular, the dominant particle species of the target environment may not
be readily available for testing, resulting in the need to verify the validity of the use of proxy
particles that are readily available at beam facilities. Su� SEU testing is rather expensive and time
consuming. A complementary approa� based on detailed simulation of SEU effects is presented
in section 5.2.

5.1 Single-Event Effect test review

�e SEU test described in this section was performed by the CERN PH-ESE-BE group at Paul
S�errer Institute (PSI) irradiation facility, Villigen, Switzerland in 2007 [52]. �e SEU test was
carried out at a 63MeV proton flux of 8×108 p/cm2/s in order to simulate the expected radiation
environment at HL-LHC.

�is test method is a further development of the original SEU test performed by F. Faccio et al.
at an irradiation facility in Louvain-la-Neuve in 2000 [30], where the Device Under Test (DUT)
was a Fermionics InGaAs photodiode of the type used in the CMS Tra
er. �e photodiode was
irradiated by 59 MeV protons followed by 32 MeV and 62 MeV neutrons. For comparison, the
proton-induced SEUs were simulated using a modified version of �UKA code. Despite some
disagreements between simulated and measured data, the authors claim that the simulation
confirmed their understanding of a contribution of direct and secondary ionization to the
measured bit-error cross-sections for different angles of incidence.
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�e irradiation setup of the recent SEU test is shown in Figure 5.1. A stream of pseudo-
random data generated in a dedicated FPGA was fed to a laser driver for conversion to an optical
signal. �is optical signal was attenuated and sent to DUTs placed on an irradiation board, while
its optical power was measured by a power-meter. �e electrical signal from the photodiodes
was amplified by a Transimpedance Amplifier (TIA) and sent ba
 to the FPGA. �e incoming
data stream from the photodetectors was compared to the original signal and if a mismat�was
detected, the error pattern was recorded. �e SEU test was carried out for three data-rates of 1.5,
2.0 and 2.5 Gb/s and four angles of incidence of 0°, 10°, 80° and 90°, where 0° corresponds to
normal incidence and 90° to grazing incidence.

Figure 5.1: Setup for the proton irradiation test in PSI. Two lasers of 1310 and 850 nm were used as a
source for p-i-n photodiodes. �e intensity of both lasers was measured by an optical power meter.

For every combination of the selected data rates and angles of orientation, attenuation scans
monitoring the Bit-Error Rate (BER) were systematically performed both with the beam on and
off, to be able to distinguish errors caused by SEUs from those due to electrical and environmental
noise.

�e measured BER of one of the devices versus the Optical Modulation Amplitude (OMA) of
the signal for two different angles of incidence is shown in Figure 5.2. �ere are two clearly
distinguishable regions: one for the lower OMA, whi� is noise dominated andwhi�corresponds
to a beam-off measurement, and another whi� is dominated by radiation induced errors. �e
higher BER for grazing angle incidence is caused by the longer interaction length of the proton
traversing the sensitive region of the photodiode. �ese two curves for different incidence angles
are expected to merge into one for higher OMA, where the high energy loss due to nuclear
interactions occurs. �is process is essentially independent of angle for a thin target, whi� is
the case for a photodetector.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the effect of the proton beam for two different incident angles of 10° and 90° on
the observed BER with respect to beam-off data (picture taken from [52]).

�e plots similar to that of Figure 5.2 were measured for all devices at all incidence angles
and data-rates. �e bit-error cross-section, whi� is simply a measure of the probability that
an interacting particle causes an upset, was determined together with the statistics of the error
bursts. Using the following relationship:

BER= σ×φ
R

(5.1)

between bit-error cross-section σ, average particle flux φ and data-rate R, one can easily calculate
the BER of the system directly from the bit-error cross-section curves for any flux of interest.

�eoutcome of the test was the detailed�aracterization of bit-error cross-section for various
devices and confirmation of higher error cross-sections for angles near grazing incidence. From
recorded error pattern statistics one can show thatmultiple bit errors can occur in optoelectronic
receivers even with transitions from logical ‘1’ to logical ‘0’. �e error bursts could originate in
the atta�ed circuitry, mainly by the response of the TIA and limiting amplifier. �e detailed
knowledge of these error bursts will allow design of robust Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes
to mitigate errors in a data transmission�ain.

5.2 Simulating Single Event Upsets in Photodetectors

A method to estimate Single Event Upset effects in photodetectors using GEANT4 is presented
in this section. Individual interactions of protons, π+ and neutrons with matter in the sensitive
volume of a p-i-n diode are simulated with GEANT4 for various angles of incidence. �e
total energy deposit in the sensitive volume, as output by GEANT4 simulation, is related to an
equivalent optical pulse and the bit-error cross-section is calculated. Comparison of the proton,
π+ and neutron bit-error cross-sections demonstrates that protons are appropriate candidates
as proxies for Single Event Upset tests to determine the SEU-rate in HL-LHC environments. �e
simulated proton bit-error cross-section is compared to the measured data.
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5.2.1 Energy deposition model

For the sake of calculations, one can assume that the SEU occurrence depends on two parameters
of the device: the sensitive volume in whi� the energy must be deposited, and the critical
energy, Ecrit, that must be exceeded in order to upset the device for a given amplitude of optical
signal. �e sensitive volume was assumed to have sharp boundaries and Ecrit was determined by
a dedicated Pulse Injection Test, described below.

�e distribution of total energy deposited in the sensitive volume of the photodiode was
simulated using GEANT4 [3] for 60 MeV protons and 300 MeV π+ with a �60 × 4 μm InGaAs
sensitivevolume ina300 × 150 × 50μmInPsubstrateusedas aphotodiodemodel. �esimulation
was run for three different angles of incidence: 0°, 80° and 90°, where the 90° orientation
corresponds to particles incident parallel to the plane of the sensitive volume diameter and 0° is
orthogonal to that plane, as illustrated in Figure 5.3.

InP

InGaAs

90° 80° 0°
beam

Figure 5.3: Photodiode model and its orientation to the beam (dimensions in μm).

�e complete QGSP_BIC_HP physics list, whi� includes both ionising and non-ionising
energy loss processes and high precision neutron pa
age to transport neutrons below 20 MeV
down to thermal energies, as recommended by the GEANT4 collaboration [34], was used to
simulate low energy particle interactions with matter. To a�ieve a sufficiently high level of
statistics, every simulation was run for at least 1 million hits – i.e interactions in the sensitive
volume. �e interaction cross-section σi was calculated as:

σi = σb
Nh
Np
, (5.2)
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where σb is the beam cross-section, Nh the number of the hits and Np is the total number of
particles. �e calculated value corresponds to the physical dimensions of the sensitive volume.

�e results of simulations of energy deposited in the sensitive volume of the photodiode
for 90° and 0° orientation are shown in Figure 5.4(a), 5.4(b), respectively. �e π+ have a lower
energy deposit than protons for both orientations, as expected because of their lower mass and
higher kinetic energy.
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Figure 5.4: Simulated energy deposit in �60 × 4 μm InGaAs sensitive volume.

�e energy scale was converted to a dBm scale of equivalent optical signal using the following
relation:

Peq = 10log
(
qeR

rW
Edep

)
, (5.3)

where Peq is the power of an optical signal (in dBm),W is the ionization energy, whi� is 2.94 eV
for InGaAs [13], r is the responsivity of a photodiode (in A/W), qe is the electron �arge (in C)
and R is the data-rate (in s−1).

5.2.2 SEU simulation with optical pulses

In order to determine the value of Ecrit, a Pulse Injection Test was set up. �e experimental set-up
is similar to the one used in SEU measurements [52], except for the fact that instead of incident
protons an optical pulse is used as shown in Figure 5.5.

For a given power of the 2.5 Gb/s pseudo-random optical data pattern signal, the shape of
the detector threshold curve was scanned by �anging the amplitude of optical error pulses and
measuring the BER of the system. �e optical error pulses were not syn�ronized with the data
pattern signal during the measurement.

�e dependence of BER on the OMA of error pulses for three different levels of data pattern
signal is shown in Figure 5.6. �e points represent the measured values. Due to the inability of
the Altera BER tester to cope with high bit-error rates, the behaviour of detector threshold was
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Figure 5.5: Pulse injection test s�ematics. A pulse generator is used as a source of error pulses whi� are
coupled to the data pattern stream. �e OMA of both optical signals can be individually set and is measured
by an optical power meter.

(a) linear scale (b) logarithmic scale

Figure 5.6: Fitted curves of BER versus OMA of optical error pulses for three different OMAs of a 2.5 Gb/s
data pattern.

extrapolated for higher OMA. �e saturation limit was given by the ratio of data pattern and
error pulses data rates whi� represents the maximum allowable BER. �e measured data were
fitted by a modified high-pass Bessel filter:

H(x)= (x/b)34

1+ (x/b)17+ (x/b)34
. (5.4)

In this particular case, the parameter b is directly proportional to the OMA of the data pattern
signal.

5.3 Comparison between model and data

�e bit-error cross-section was calculated as a parametric convolution of the deposited energy
and threshold curves, i.e. simulated data from Figure 5.4 convoluted with the equation (5.4).
�e results for protons, π+ and neutrons are shown in Figure 5.7.
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�e difference between proton and π+ bit-error cross-section is apparent. According to the
simulation, both the direct ionization losses and losses by nuclear interactions of π+ are less
significant than those of protons. �is statement, however, is still to be proven experimentally.
�ebit-error cross-sectioncurvesofneutrons for0° and90°orientation illustrate thecontribution
of nuclear interactions to the overall bit-error cross-section.

Figure 5.7: Dependence of simulated bit-error
cross-section on OMA for the 2.5 Gb/s data pat-
tern signal in �60 × 4 μm InGaAs sensitive vol-
ume for protons, neutrons and π+.

Figure 5.8: Comparison of simulated bit-error
cross-section with measured data for three dif-
ferent devices with �60× 4 μm InGaAs sensitive
volume at 90° for the 2.5 Gb/s data pattern signal.

�e comparison of the simulated bit-error cross-section of protons at 90° orientation with
measured data derived from [52] for three different commercially available devices with similar
sensitive volume dimensions is depicted in Figure 5.8.

�e evident absence of higher energy deposits in the simulation may be caused by the
simplified photodiode model used. However, Figure 5.9 shows a comparison of an energy
distribution of a simple photodiode model, the same one as is in Figure 5.4(a), with a model
shielded by a ring of plastics and aluminium to simulate pa
aging. It can be clearly seen that the
energy distributions are identical; thus the surrounding material does not have any significant
impact on deposited energy of 60 MeV protons in the active volume of the photodiode. Another
reason for this discrepancy might arise from the simulation tool used, in this case GEANT4.
�is is contradicted by comparison of simulated bit-error cross-sections with former �UKA
simulations [30]. Figure 5.10 clearly demonstrates that both results from GEANT4 and �UKA
give very similar results. �is disagreement between model and data will stay unresolved in this
work.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of simulated energy de-
posit for shielded and bare photodiode model.

Figure 5.10: Comparison of simulated bit-error
cross-sections using GEANT4 – solid line – and
�UKA – dashed line – tools for different angles
of incidence.
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Chapter 6

Use of optoelectronic devices in digital data
transmission systems in HEP detectors

6.1 General optical link review

�is section reviews a general bi-directional optical link between front-end and ba
-end for
future particle detectors with its main components. Key parameters of a transmission�ain are
identified and a description of data flow with required transfer rate and error rate is provided for
both uplink and downlink.

An optical link always consists of three main elements: an optical transmitter, optical fibre
and an optical receiver. In addition, several connectors or splices are used to join individual
optical fibre sections. Bi-directionality of the system is a�ieved either by two point-to-point
links whi� transmit in opposite directions or by only one fibre with splitters and couplers to
couple the transmitting and receiving sides.

�e uplink bran�, whi� transmits data from the detector, is �aracterized by high data-
rates, of the order of Gb/s, with relatively low error rate. �is results in a need for fast and
powerful lasers as transmitters. �e accompanying laser drivers have to provide high enough
currents for bias and modulation of the laser during the whole lifetime of the experiments.
Both laser threshold increase and efficiency decrease caused by radiation degradation of the
components magnify already stringent demands on laser drivers.

Conversely to the uplink, the downlink transmits only control and timing signals to detectors.
In this case minimum error rate is more important than the data-rate. Receiving electronics has
to be sensitive enough to compensate for the radiation induced decrease in responsivity of the
photodiode while sinking leakage current whi�may increase by several orders of magnitude.

A way to proceed when designing an optical fibre link in HEP environments involves in the
first instance a power budget calculation with radiation degradation of the link components
taken into account. To ensure a high reliability of the link in the radiation environment, tools
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for link performance monitoring must be also considered at the design stage. �e following
sections deal with these issues more in detail.

6.2 System performance prediction in HEP environment

�e prediction of high-speed data transmission system behaviour in high radiation environ-
ments, whi� are typically those of the final application, is of paramount importance for system
design and reliability. �ere are several factors whi� have an impact on performance of the
electro-optical system. �e front-end part of the system has to be designed to sustain high
radiation doses over the whole lifetime of the experiment. Since the lifetime is of the order of at
least ten years, the ageing of the components also becomes an issue. Some parts of the system
may be operated at low temperatures, typically tens of degrees below zero degrees Celsius. �e
impact of these external influences on individual components has to be carefully studied in order
to design a reliable system.

6.2.1 �e power budget calculation

�e first step in optical data transmission system design is to determine how mu� power has
to be transmitted and how sensitive receivers need to be in order to ensure the required speed
and error rate, taking into account all the losses in the transmission �ain. Another step is to
define the allowable margin for component degradation. �is margin includes the reduction of
responsivity and the increase of leakage current of photodetectors as well as fibre attenuation
caused by radiation. �e laser performance degradation caused by radiation will be mitigated
by the increase of laser drive current su� that the transmitting power is kept above the required
level during the whole life-time of the experiment.

�e process of power budget calculation starts with an allocation of available link power,
difference between minimum transmitted power and receiver sensitivity, into all lossy compo-
nents of a transmission �ain. Insertion losses, fibre attenuation, link penalties and radiation
allowance are all taken into account. Any unconsumed injected power represents the power
margin of a link.

In the framework of theVersatile link project, two operating wavelengths of 850 and 1310 nm
are specified. �is represents four different link configurations in total with uplink and downlink
for ea� wavelength. �e open source IEEE 10GbE link model available as a Microso� Office
Excel spreadsheet [24] was used to determine key link specifications. �is non-linear model
calculates link power penalties as a function of data-rate and link length. �e predicted penalty
for the 150 m long link, specified by the Versatile link, is 1.0 dB and 1.5 dB at 850 nm and
1310 nm respectively. �ese values are not significant for su� a short link but for a longer one
link the penalty might become an issue.

In addition to the link penalties, fibre attenuation is 3.5 and 0.4 dB/km for multi-mode and
single-mode fibres, respectively. As for insertion losses, a maximum of four connections of no
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more than 0.5 dB ea� resulting in 2.0 dB loss in total are incorporated in the power budget.

Concerning the radiation allowance, two variants of the Versatile link are specified using
20 MeV neutrons as a ben�mark to distinguish if high-radiation tolerance components or
intermediate tolerance componens shall be used. One tra
er-grade variant with total fluence
of 6×1015 n/cm2 and one calorimeter-grade with total fluence of 5×1014 n/cm2. �ese levels
correspond to evenly distributed fluxes over 10 years of 1.9×107 n/cm2/s and 1.6×106 n/cm2/s,
respectively. �e corresponding link penalties are 5.4 dB for tra
er-grade and 2.5 dB for
calorimeter-grade link for both 850 and 1310 nm operation, confront Figure 4.23. InGaAs pho-
todiodes are considered for both operating wavelengths. �is possibility was well demonstrated
in section 4.4.2. Up to the tra
er-grade neutron fluence, the increase in photodiode leakage
current is well below a maximum specified receiver sink current of 1 mA.�e radiation induced
attenuation in fibres qualified for Versatile link should not exceed 1.0 dB for multi-mode fibre
and 0.05 dB for single-mode fibre.

6.2.2 �e flux dependence of device performance degradation

Due to a fact that lasers anneal a significant part of their radiation induced damage, the total
degradation will be different for devices placed at locations with different radiation intensity but
with the same accumulated dose. However, this will contribute to the possibility of using less
radiation resistant devices in locations with lower radiation fields.

�e laser degradation model described in section 4.7 allows the prediction of laser degra-
dation for arbitrary flux profiles. Figure 6.1 shows the relative laser threshold increase of three
different lasers up to a fluence of 1015 n/cm2 for different fluxes.

It can clearly be seen that for lower fluxes the increase in laser threshold current saturates.
In other words, the amount of threshold increase does not depend on flux, provided that the
flux is low enough. �is behaviour is due to the fact that part of the radiation-induced damage
in lasers is permanent. �e biggest difference in the relative threshold increase between high
and low fluxes is for the short-wavelength VCSEL, a laser whi� exhibits the largest amount of
annealing of all the tested devices.

�e knowledge of laser degradation as a function of particle flux is also beneficial for the
radiation testing of lasers. Irradiation tests are carried at mu� higher fluxes, generally three
to four orders of magnitude higher than those present at final applications. �e flux scaling
thus enables the transformation of measured degradation to the environment present in HEP
detectors.

As a demonstration, Figure 6.2 and 6.3 showpredicted L-I curves of aMitsubishi Fabry-Pérot
laser andFinisar VCSEL for tra
er-grade and calorimeter-grade environment, respectively. �ese
plots will find their importance in design of a compensation me�anism for radiation induced
degradation in various places inside a detector. �e degradation of L-I curves was calculated
using a lasermodel described in section 4.7. Datawere taken fromLouvain irradiation campaign
in 2010.
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(a) Mitsubishi Fabry-Pérot laser. (b) Finisar VCSEL.

(c) BeamExpress VCSEL.

Figure 6.1: Simulated relative threshold increase up to a fluence of 1015 n/cm2 for different fluxes in
[n/cm2/s].

6.2.3 Impact on system

Knowing the beam activity foreseen over the lifetime of the experiment with the radiation
density map, the system performance degradation can be predicted and then confronted with
the available power budget. In this way, the right components will be selected for the final
application.

Accelerators in HEP almost always operate with some longer or shorter interruptions. �ese
beam-off periods represent annealing periods for various devices. �e total accumulated radi-
ation damage will be thus lower than if it were acquired in one go. �is presents a significant
advantage in selection of candidate devices.

For the LHC ma�ine one can estimate the annual contribution to the increase of laser
threshold current to be composed of 2 800 hours followed by a beam inactivity for the rest of the
year. Figure 6.4 shows the estimated accumulated relative threshold current increase of 1310 nm
Fabry-Pérot laser during 10 years of LHC and HL-LHC operation. �e flux profile for LHC was set
as 0.2×106, 0.66×106, 1.3×106, and 2×106 n/cm2/s during the first year, second, third and the
rest of the operation, respectively. �e simulated flux profile for HL-LHC was ten-times higher.
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(a) Mitsubishi Fabry-Pérot laser. (b) Finisar VCSEL.

Figure 6.2: Simulated degradation of L-I curves for tra
er-grade Versatile link. �e curves represent a
degradation due to a radiation induced damage up to a total fluence of 6×1015 n/cm2 in equidistant steps.
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(a) Mitsubishi Fabry-Pérot laser.
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(b) Finisar VCSEL.

Figure 6.3: Simulated degradation of L-I curves for calorimeter-grade Versatile link. �e le� curve is for
an unirradiated laser while the right one is for a laser irradiated up to a fluence of 5×1014 n/cm2.

�eparticular device�osen to demonstrate the effect has a pre-irradiation threshold current
in the range of 5–10 mA, whi� means that the expected increase in laser threshold current for
HL-LHC operation is 8–18 mA. �e laser driver used in Versatile link project has a design
maximum bias current of 45 mA whi� easily accommodates su��ange. �e situation is even
simpler for VCSELs whose threshold current increase as well as threshold current itself is minimal
compared to edge-emitting lasers. Several devices meet the requirements for use in HL-LHC
tra
ers. As a result, there is no power budget penalty for uplink transmitters as was assumed in
section 6.2.1.

Due to the minimal annealing of photodiodes, the total radiation damage is not flux depen-
dent. �e selection of the right component for the final application can be made directly from
measured data taken during the testing at irradiation facilities. �e only restriction in terms of
radiation hardness is the required maximum fluence and available power budget.

Referring ba
 to section 6.2.1, the four variants of the Versatile link power budget are
summarized in Table 6.1. Both uplink and 1310 nm downlink variants meet the 10GbE specifi-
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Figure 6.4: Calculated relative laser threshold current increase for a 1310 nm Fabry-Pérot laser during 10
years of LHC and HL-LHC operation with alternating beam-on and beam-off periods.

cation with somemargin, mostly owing to the short length of the link. However, the downlink at
850 nm is not 10GbE compliant due to the radiation degradation of photodetectors. �e versatile
receiver and its corresponding transmitter must exceed the standard component specifications.
�e receiver sensitivity was set to −13.1 dBm for 850 nm operation. �e remainder of the
power deficit is compensated by an increase of transmitted power. �e calculated margin can be
improved by an additional 2–3 dB by an error coding s�eme.

850 nm uplink 850 nm downlink 1310 nm uplink 1310 nm downlink

Transceiver power level
min. transmitted OMA −3.8 dBm −3.1 dBm −3.2 dBm −3.2 dBm
min. receiver OMA −11.1 dBm −13.1 dBm −12.6 dBm −12.6 dBm

Power budget Tx−Rx 7.3 dB 10.0 dB 9.4 dB 9.4 dB
insertion losses 2.0 dB 2.0 dB 2.0 dB 2.0 dB
fibre attenuation 0.6 dB 0.6 dB 0.1 dB 0.1 dB
link penalty 1.0 dB 1.0 dB 1.5 dB 1.5 dB
Rx radiation degrad. – 5.4 dB – 5.4 dB
fibre radiation degrad. 1.0 dB 1.0 dB – –

Margin 2.7 dB 0.0 dB 5.8 dB 0.4 dB

Table 6.1: Four power budget variants of the Versatile link.

6.3 Online system performance monitoring

�e online monitoring of system performance will be required in order to determine how mu�
the devices are degraded during the running of the experiment and also to adjust the operating
settings to compensate for the radiation induced damage.
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6.3.1 Compensation of radiation-induced system degradation

On the transmitter side, laser threshold increases and efficiencydecreaseswith accumulated dose,
thus lasers need an adjustment of bias and modulation current in order to preserve the design
data rate. �is compensation for radiation induced damage of a laser is well demonstrated in
Figure 6.5. �ere are several methods to a�ieve this task depending on indicator signals whi�
are available in the current system. Photodetectors are compensated automatically for �anges
in leakage current and responsivity by a TIA.

6.3.2 Systems with a Receive Signal Strength Indicator

�ese systems have a direct indicator of an input signal strength and the adjustment of laser bias
and modulation current is relatively easy. It is sufficient to �ange the bias point with a known
modulation amplitude. Once there is a �ange in received signal power, the laser threshold can
be tripped by a low edge of the modulated signal as illustrated in Figure 6.6. �e laser threshold
can be roughly determined as a bias current minus modulation amplitude. �is measurement
is relatively easy to perform during the beam-off periods. �e correct operation of a laser
transmitter is a�ieved with minimum effort.
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Figure 6.5: �e compensation of laser bias Ib
and modulation current im to maintain constant
output power due to radiation damage.

Figure 6.6: Tripping of the lower edge of the out-
put signal due to a decrease in laser bias current
Ib.

6.3.3 Systems without a Receive Signal Strength Indicator

Since there is no means to directly determine the input signal strength, it must be measured
indirectly by �anging bias and modulation current, as in the previous case, while observing
�anges in bit error rate.

A prerequisite of this method is a well known signal pattern for whi� the BER can be
measured. �emodulation signal of a laser needs to be set to a minimal value for whi� the BER
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is below themeasuring resolution. In thisway, themodulation signal serves as a scanningwindow
and the bias current can be subsequently reduced until the BER rises. �e laser threshold current
is then deduced from the shape of the measured BER curve. �e precision of this measurement
depends on a steepness of the BER curve.

�is method is not as straightforward as the previous one. A special signal pattern must be
implemented in the serializer, as is the case of the GBTx, and the measured BER curve has to
be analysed. However, satisfactory results can be obtained and the measurement itself can be
automated with careful programming. A correct calibration of the system is essential prior to its
deployment.

If this measurement is not possible for some reason, the worst case scenario has to be
employed. In the beginning, bias andmodulation currents are set to a values whi� corresponds
to a maximum predicted radiation induced damage. �e biggest disadvantage of this method is
its huge power consumption and the associated high laser currents whi� negatively affect the
ageing of the lasers.

�ere still remains one straightforward method whi� has to be mentioned. It is the direct
measurement per �annel with an optical power meter. �is method is feasible only for systems
with limitednumberof links. Unfortunately, this is definitelynot thecaseof theHEPexperiments.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

An overview of current optical link ar�itectures of the ATLAS and CMS experiments has been
presented in the context of the LHC upgrade to the HL-LHC whi� requires a new radiation-hard
readout based on the Versatile Link framework. �e emphasis was placed on the increased
radiation environment of the HL-LHC and its impact on the radiation hardness of optoelectronic
components.

Basic operational principles of semiconductor lasers and p-i-n photodiodes were outlined
together with a review of radiation effects in these devices. Both total fluence irradiation effects
and SEUs in optoelectronic components were introduced. A description of laser operation via
rate-equations currently found in literature for both steady state and small signal analysis was
also introduced.

Results of three irradiation campaigns of semiconductor lasers and p-i-n photodiodes were
presented. A very large number of edge-emitting lasers and VCSELs with p-i-n photodiodes
operating at both 850 and 1310 nmwavelengths were tested. Several 850 and 1310 nm candidate
devices for theVersatileLink transceiverwere identified. �eoutcomeof these tests confirmed the
assumption that VCSELs aremore radiation hard than edge emitting lasers. Globally, modern fast
devices perform better than their predecessors whi� are currently used by the LHC experiments.

It was shown that, in contrast to p-i-n photodiodes, lasers are able to recover a substantial
part of the induced damage. �ey even start lasing again a�er their apparent destruction by
radiation. �is will be significant in the final application where the irradiation to maximum
fluence takes place over the system lifetime whi� is typically measured in years. A surprising
result of the last neutron test is that laser annealing does not depend on laser bias current. �e
annealing rate is affected by the junction temperature whose increase can be a result of increased
current density in the device. Previous results found in the literature can be explained by this
me�anism.

For the description and prediction of the laser behaviour during and a�er irradiation a com-
pact rate-equation based model was devised. Good agreement between the calculated/predicted
and measured values was rea�ed in both neutron and pion tests. �is model has widespread
applicability in future irradiation test refinements. It will help to minimize the time spent in
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irradiation facilities.

Irradiation by two particle species allowed the comparison of their destructiveness. Simula-
tions of NIEL in various semiconductor compounds were attempted using �UKA and GEANT4.
Of these two only �UKA results were considered. Even though �UKA predicts higher NIEL for
GaAs than the one found in literature, the finding that 191 MeV pions are approximately twice
as damaging as 20 MeV neutrons is in accordance with the experimental data.

In addition to the laser degradation model, a method developed to simulate Single Event
Upset effects in photodetectors was presented. �emethod allows comparison of the SEU effects
of different particles impinging on various detector materials. Unfortunately this method was
based on GEANT4 simulations and a discrepancy between simulated and measured data was
found. Simulations of energy deposit using�UKAmight have produced a better agreement with
experimental data.

Last �apter presents different methods of online performance monitoring of optical links
and their performance prediction under various conditions.

7.1 Further resear� opportunities

�e topic of radiation testing of optoelectronic components is extensive and there are certain
areas whi� deserve further attention. �ese are mainly in theoretical ba
ground. Present NIEL
calculations are rather basic and as new semiconductor compounds emerge, the knowledge of
the NIEL in radiation field becomes more and more important. For example the overall effect of
a tra
er radiation environment on devices would be of high interest.

Concerning the laser rate-equation model, the physical meaning of fitting constants remains
yet to be fully understood. �e model was developed to describe laser behaviour using a
minimal set of free parameters. However, the knowledge of whi� laser parameters are affected
by radiation, and how, is also important. In this way, new radiation hard lasers could be designed.
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